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ABSTRACT 

This thesis analyses the Delphos gown, created by both Mariano and his wife Henriette 

Fortuny, as well as the relationship between the gown and its wearers. Following an 

object-based analysis, the gown is interpreted through perspectives of temporality 

drawing on theories by Walter Benjamin and Gilles Deleuze. The analysis reveals its 

timelessness through the concepts of past, present and future embedded in the gown, as 

well as its in-between location regarding fashion and art. While performing a visual 

analysis of photographic and painted representations of the gown and its wearers under 

the umbrella of phenomenology, the study further takes a feminist approach in order to 

understand how wearing the Delphos gown can be perceived as an act of feminism, in the 

context of contemporary fashion history and the dress liberation of women. 
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“The Fortuny gown which Albertine was wearing that evening seemed to me the 

tempting phantom of that invisible Venice.” 

 

Marcel Proust, In Search of Lost time: The Captive. 
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Introduction 
 

The above quote from In Search of Lost Time written by the French novelist Marcel 

Proust, is not only the introduction of the main character of the thesis, the Fortuny gown, 

but also reveals the evocative quality of this garment. The Fortuny gown that will occupy 

the following pages is the Delphos gown. My first approach to this gown was during my 

Bachelor, which made me realize how this gown connects fashion, history and art in 

multiple facets and also the lack of information about the actual wearers of this gown. 

A first link to art is made by its creator, Mariano Fortuny (Granada, 1871 – Venice, 1949), 

I am not using, and will not use, the word designer because Fortuny never referred to 

himself in that manner.1 His family was related to the world of art on both sides. His 

father, Mariano Fortuny y Marsal, was a well-known painter and his mother belonged to 

an influential family in the Spanish art sphere. The persona of Mariano Fortuny embraces 

the definition of “Renaissance man”, but in the 20th century, understanding this term as a 

person who masters various areas of study and/or practice, such as Leonardo da Vinci. 

Fortuny was an artist, a painter and a photographer. He created his own machines for the 

fabrication of garments, developed his own technique to print textiles and he worked in 

lighting and scenography as well.2 Even if his work was multifaceted, its creations were 

interconnected, the Delphos gown, for instance, can be found in some paintings and 

photographs and it could be used as a costume for the stage.  

Fortuny’s work and specifically, his textile and garment creations cannot be fully 

appreciated without taking into account the figure of his wife, Henriette Negrin 

(Fontainebleau, 1877 - Venice, 1965). After meeting in Paris in at the turn of the century, 

their relationship strengthened, although, it suffered from the non-approval of Fortuny’s 

mother and sister until they formally got married in 1924. By then, not only their romantic 

relationship, but a partnership was consolidated. For instance, Henriette was in charge of 

                                                           
1 Wendy Ligon Smith, “Reviving Fortuny's Phantasmagorias,” (PhD diss., The University of Manchester, 
2015), 96, https://www.escholar.manchester.ac.uk/api/datastream?publicationPid=uk-ac-man-
scw:263682&datastreamId=FULL-TEXT.PDF . 
2 Biographical data extracted from the first chapter in Guillermo de Osma, Mariano Fortuny. His life and 
work (London: V&A Publishing, 2015), 10-38. 

https://www.escholar.manchester.ac.uk/api/datastream?publicationPid=uk-ac-man-scw:263682&datastreamId=FULL-TEXT.PDF
https://www.escholar.manchester.ac.uk/api/datastream?publicationPid=uk-ac-man-scw:263682&datastreamId=FULL-TEXT.PDF
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the workshop in Palacio Pesaro degli Orfei while the one in Giudecca was opened and 

she maintained contacts and correspondence with influential people who were costumers 

or potential customers, such as actress Eleonora Duse.3 However, Henriette is frequently 

referred to just as an inspiration and muse of Fortuny, due to her recurrent appearance as 

the main character in his paintings and photographs. In the course of this study, I will 

claim and discuss her important role in the creation of the Delphos gown in particular. 

Drawing inspiration from Greek antiquity, a silk pleated gown was born in the beginning 

of the 20th century signalling its influences with its name: Delphos. This gown as a 

garment can be framed in the field of fashion, however, as a creation of a renowned artist 

it can also be considered a piece of art. Subsequently, this not clearly defined position 

leads to being overlooked within the history of fashion, whilst other designers are always 

praised in the context of the dress liberation of women. The complexity of this needs an 

analysis of the garment and its history and cultural background to understand the position 

of the gown within these fields and particular context.  

As relevant as the gown were its wearers, who in this case are usually just shortly 

mentioned. The absence of a more deep understanding and consideration about who these 

wearers were complements the focus of this study. Concerning the Delphos gown’s 

wearers, it is not only relevant to establish who they were and what they could mean or 

represent, but also the role and significance that the gown could have for the women who 

chose to wear this garment. The Delphos gown did not match with the ruling and 

established fashion of its time, therefore, wearing this gown was a choice that would have 

stand out.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 Biographical details about Henriette found in Daniela Ferreti, ed., Henriette Fortuny: Portrait of a Muse 
(Venice: Fondazione Musei civici, 2015) 
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Research Aims 
 

As it can be deducted from above, the Delphos gown is relevant in itself and also for the 

role that it played in relation with the women who wore it. This creates two focus areas 

for my thesis.  

First, my aim is to explore the meaning of the Delphos gown in the light of time and 

history. The analysis will focus on unfolding the timelessness of the garment by revealing 

the notions of past, present and future enclosed in it. Related to the Delphos’ timelessness 

it will also be discussed how the gown functions within the field of fashion and the field 

of art. The Delphos moves throughout times and fields with its multiple facets and 

meanings. The following questions can be related to my first aim:  

 How are the concepts of past, present and future, embedded within the Delphos 

gown? And how does the presence of these concepts relate to different 

understandings within the Delphos gown? How does the timelessness of the gown 

infer in placing the gown within art or fashion? 

As mentioned before, within the study of the Delphos gown I will also explore the role of 

Henriette Fortuny in relation to the creation and development of the Delphos gown 

intending to demonstrate her equal role in this distinct creation. 

Regarding the wearers of the Delphos gown, my second main aim is to investigate the 

relationship between them and the Delphos gown. The wearers of this gown are women 

and at this point the research will take a feminist approach, answering questions such as:  

 How can the characteristics of the Delphos gown relate to its wearers? How can 

the action of wearing this gown be understood as a statement and as choice of 

empowerment? How can wearing this gown be considered an act of early 

feminism? 

My research is guided by the hypothesis that wearing the Delphos gown, which is inspired 

by an antique garment, can be interpreted as a feminist statement and as an act that became 

a step forward for women in the beginning of the 20th century.  
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Materials and Research Methods 
 

Fashion Studies as an academic field is multidisciplinary and, since the nature of this 

research is historical and the focus is divided between the Delphos gown and its wearers 

I decided to take a multi-faceted or multimethodological approach.4 The materials that I 

found and used are related to these two areas and range from the actual garment to 

photographs including some documents. Since they are not of the same nature, their study 

cannot be done employing the same method. Consequently, the methods chosen to 

explore the Delphos gown and its wearers are material culture or object-based study, 

archival research and visual analysis. The combination of these methods and the results 

obtained through each of them will provide a broader picture to draw on my inquiries and 

together they will be merged in a conclusion. 

Material Culture and Object-Based Study 

 

As stated earlier, the main character of this thesis is the Delphos gown, a concrete and 

actual dress. Therefore, the study of the real artefact, the action of going to the first hand 

source, seems to be the right choice. The object of this analysis could be studied after 

contacts with different institutions at Röhsska Museum (Gothenburg) where one early 

Delphos gown is located and belongs to the collection donated by fashion writer and 

collector Tonie Lewenhaupt.5 Besides the one in Röhsska Museum, I also had the 

opportunity of seeing two more Delphos gowns at Palazzo Fortuny, before known as 

Palazzo Pesaro degli Orfei, in Venice where the Museum Fortuny is located nowadays. 

Those are part of the museum’s permanent exhibition, which implies that for the analysis 

one faces museographical restrictions since they are found on display. These Delphos 

gowns are also partially covered by a surcoat and a long waistcoat, respectively. They 

both are silk and see-through, but they are an obstacle in order to fully observe and 

examine the gowns underneath. Supporting the actual object, the analysis of more 

materials will be added to enrich and deepen the study and the interpretations of the main 

                                                           
4 Heike Jenss, Fashion Studies: Research Methods, Sites and Practices (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 
2016), 137. 
5 Thanks to Josefin Kilner curator at Röhsska Museum (Gothenburg) for giving access to the gown, 
answering my questions and helping me get in contact with the former owner, Tonie Lewenhaupt. 
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object. First of all, the patent of the Delphos will be brought in which was found as a 

result of archival research. Also, the personal experience of the former owner of the 

Delphos gown analysed, Tonie Lewenhaupt, will enhance the analysis relating the object 

to the perceiver, contributing with her sensorial experience of wearing the garment. 

Although her experience is not contemporary to the gown’s creation, it is significant given 

that as a researcher I could only make assumptions and hypotheses about the experience 

of wearing the gown. The research will benefit from these other sources as well as theories 

which play an important role within the interpretation of the gown. Consequently, the 

goal will be not to overlook the gown and have it always in focus and present. The 

Delphos will be the constant point of convergence. 

Concerning the methodology when interpreting the artifacts / objects within the academic 

field of fashion studies, this has not been so prevalent and “many scholars tend to ignore 

the important role that objects can play in the creation of knowledge (…) many fashion 

historians spend little or no time examining actual garments”.6 Though, some scholars, 

such as Giorgio Riello, elucidate how the study of artefacts as material objects is relevant 

and central for the study of fashion: “Fashion may be regarded as a concept, but it is a 

part of social, cultural, economic and personal practices that are material and include 

material objects”.7 In addition, he differentiates three approaches while studying fashion: 

history of dress, fashion studies and, what he calls, ‘the material culture of fashion’.8 This 

third way can be seen as an in-between of the other two and it is the approach that this 

project will follow since the emphasis is placed in the meaning created by the relationship 

and interactions between the object /artefact and the people.9  

The analysis of the gown is going to be an essential part of the first chapter of the thesis. 

In the process examining the dress, I will follow fashion historian Valerie Steele’s 

suggestion and I combine Jules Prown and E. McClung Fleming approaches to object-

                                                           
6 Valerie Steele, “A Museum of Fashion Is More Than a Clothes-Bag,” Fashion Theory 2, no. 4 (1998): 
327, accessed February 21, 2017, http://dx.doi.org/10.2752/136270498779476109 . 
7 Giorgio Riello, “The object of fashion: methodological approaches to the history of fashion,” Journal of 
Aesthetics & Culture 3, (2011): 5, accessed February 20, 2017, doi: 10.3402/jac.v3i0.8865 . 
8 Riello, “The object of fashion,” 3.  
9 Ibid., 3, 6. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.2752/136270498779476109
http://dx.doi.org/10.3402/jac.v3i0.8865
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based analysis.10 The former is a three step method described in the article “Mind in 

Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory and Method” as follows: 

The analysis proceeds from description, recording the internal evidence of the 

object itself; to deduction, interpreting the interaction between the object and the 

perceiver; to speculation, framing hypotheses and questions which lead out from 

the object to external evidence for testing and resolution.11 

Fleming’s model found in in his article “Artifact Study. A proposed model” will 

complement Prown’s method, since both models follow steps and while three mirror 

Prown’s, a fourth step is introduced by Fleming called cultural analysis in which the 

relationship between the artifact and its cultural context is studied.12 I found the 

incorporation of this fourth step useful in understanding my object within its cultural and 

historical time and background.  

My approach is going to merge the study of the artefact and theoretical considerations, 

which as Lou Taylor suggests is “the most dynamic research (methodology) in dress 

history”.13 Following this object-based analysis I aim to discover the meanings of the 

Delphos gown and I stand by Alexandra Palmer’s conviction that “a close examination 

of fashion objects can shift and deepen our understanding of the meanings of fashion”.14 

Archival Research 

 

Since my thesis topic implies historical research, the use of archives and archival material 

will provide a broader and more comprehensive understanding of the Delphos gown. 

Finding and studying materials that belonged to Fortuny will function as time travel media 

to embed myself in that time while trying to find the meaning within the Delphos gown 

and the significances and values of wearing it.  

                                                           
10 Steele, “A Museum of Fashion Is More Than a Clothes-Bag,” 329. 
11 Jules Prown, “Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory and Method,” Winterthur 
Portfolio 17, n. 1 (1982): 7, accessed March 13, 2017, http://www.jstor.org/stable/1180761 . 
12 E. McClung Fleming, “Artifact Study: A Proposed Model,” Winterthur Portfolio 9 (1974): 154, accessed 
March 13, 2017, http://www.jstor.org/stable/1180572 . 
13 Lou Taylor, The Study of Dress History (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2002), 85. 
14 Sandy Black, Amy de la Haye, Joanne Entwistle, Regina A. Root, Helen Thomas and Agnes Rocamora,  
eds., The handbook of fashion studies (London: Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, 2013), 269.  

http://www.jstor.org/stable/1180761
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1180572
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The main archive consulted is located at the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana in Venice 

under the name Il fondo Mariutti Fortuny.15 This documentation collection was created 

by Henriette Fortuny who after the death of her husband organised letters, notes, 

newspaper clippings, photographs, drawings, patents, advertising leaflets and even fabric 

samples.16 Then, she handed over to her friend Angela Mariutti de Sánchez Rivero who 

donated the collection to the Venetian library in 1971.17  

In this rich documentation I found relevant material which is going to be analysed later 

on. These materials consist of an unpublished manuscript written by Mariano Fortuny in 

1931 and titled “Notes Biographiques sur Mariano Fortuny Madrazo, Peintre Espagnol” 

(Biographical Notes of Mariano Fortuny Madrazo, Spanish Painter)18 which is only three 

pages long, but offers a personal recollection of his work; the patent of the Delphos 

gown19 and the one of the pleating technique20 dating from 1909; and two albums of 

photographs. The author of these album’s photographs is Mariano Fortuny. Only two 

were consulted because they were the ones which contain pictures where the Delphos 

gown was depicted, as it was specified on the inventory. From these albums I selected 

three photographs that will be subject of the visual analysis and described in the next 

section with the rest of the images that included in this analysis. 

Visual Analysis  

 

Relying on photographic and painted images with the purpose of viewing and exploring 

how the Delphos gown was worn, a visual analysis will follow. Through the interpretation 

of these images, I will aim to answer my research questions regarding the relationship 

                                                           
15 The information about these archives was found in de Osma’s book footnotes as well as Smith’s 
dissertation footnotes when both referred to some photographs, letters and other personal information 
about Fortuny and people in his circle. 
16 Ferreti, Henriette Fortuny, 18. 
17 “Fondo Mariutti Fortuny,” Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, accessed April 15, 2017, 
http://marciana.venezia.sbn.it/la-biblioteca/il-patrimonio/patrimonio-librario/fondi/fondo-mariutti-
fortuny 
18 Mariano Fortuny, “Notes Biographiques sur Mariano Fortuny Madrazo, Peintre Espagnol,” 
unpublished manuscript, 20 November 1931, M 4.4.3, Il Fondo Mariutti Fortuny, Biblioteca Nazionale 
Marciana, Venice. 
19 Brevet D’Invention, genre de vêtements pour femmes, Office National de la Propiété Industrielle, 4 
Novembre 1909, M.8.4.2, Il Fondo Mariutti Fortuny, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice. 
20 Brevet D’Invention, genre d’étoffe plissée-ondulée, Office National de la Propiété Industrielle, 10 June 
1909, M.8.1.5, Il Fondo Mariutti Fortuny, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice. 

http://marciana.venezia.sbn.it/la-biblioteca/il-patrimonio/patrimonio-librario/fondi/fondo-mariutti-fortuny
http://marciana.venezia.sbn.it/la-biblioteca/il-patrimonio/patrimonio-librario/fondi/fondo-mariutti-fortuny
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between the Delphos gown and its wearers, since, the meaning of images “is understood 

to be inseparably tied to social consciousness, culture and custom”.21  

The visual sources can be divided by their authorship. One part is formed by Mariano 

Fortuny’s photographs and in the other one the authors of the material are varied. 

As mentioned before, besides his textile and garment work, Mariano Fortuny was also a 

painter and a photographer. His multifaceted work was interconnected and the Delphos 

gown is represented in his photographs and paintings. His representations are needed to 

understand the Delphos and they will provide details about Fortuny’s inspirations and 

way of work. In addition, the way he chose to represent the gown will strengthen my 

interpretation. From these representations in which he is offering his own perspective and 

intentions about how he wanted the gown to be portrayed and perceived, the 

understanding of the meanings of the gown will develop further. In addition, these 

photographs will also provide information about his wife, Henriette, and her role within 

the creation process of the Delphos gown, since she is the sitter in some of them. 

From the albums at the archive, as already stated, I selected three photographs. Henriette 

Fortuny is portrayed in two of them, Henriette wearing a prototype of the Delphos (1909) 

and Henriette wearing Kundry’s costume (undated), while in the third one an unknown 

model is the sitter, Model with a Knossos scarf (1909). The latter and one of the photos 

of Henriette (Henriette wearing Kundry’s costume) will be analysed together since they 

are wearing a Knossos shawl complementing the Delphos gown. One of Henriette’s 

pictures is also found in the catalogue devoted to her, Henriette Fortuny: Portrait of a 

Muse.22  With this I complete the selection choosing a pair of photographs which show 

an unknown model wearing a Delphos gown showing, front and back, respectively, and 

for this reason they will be analysed together. The photographs reproduced in this 

catalogue belong to the photographic archive of Palazzo Fortuny. 

Regarding the selection of materials from other authors, the focus is more on who the 

women portrayed in the photographs are and how they are wearing the Delphos gown 

rather than how the gown is portrayed as this is the focus on the previous section. 

                                                           
21 Taylor, The Study of Dress History, 163. 
22 Ferreti, Henriette Fortuny. 
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Beginning with the photograph that is supposed to be the first one which depicted a 

Delphos gown,23 the picture of Mrs. Selma Schubart (1907) was taken by either her older 

brother, the famous photographer Alfred Stieglitz or fashion photographer Edward 

Steichen who worked for Vogue and Vanity Fair for a period of his career.24  

The dance reformer Isadora Duncan was a known wearer of the Delphos gown, as well 

as her followers. I found it relevant to illustrate her case with a photograph of her wedding 

with the Russian poet Sergei Essenin in 1922 and as mere illustration I will also include 

a photograph from the recognized photographer Arnold Genthe of the ‘Isadorables’ taken 

ca. 1920, the primary and closest group of followers of Isadora Duncan who she also took 

as adoptive daughters.  

A photograph of the American actress Lillian Gish wearing a Delphos gown taken by her 

photographer friend Nell Dorr around 1930 will also be included. This image is selected 

aiming to delve into the Fortunys’ promotion of garment and textile works in and outside 

the borders of Europe and to deal with the role and consequences of famous women, such 

as actresses, in the promotion of fashion, specifically new styles as the Delphos gown. 

As representation of European women, besides Henriette and the models, and also 

introducing another kind of visual source, I will analyse the portrait that the Spanish 

painter, Joaquín de Sorolla, painted of her daughter Elena, Elena wearing a yellow tunic 

(1909). Incorporating a painting is relevant in order to appreciate how the Delphos is 

portrayed in this medium, showing the differences and similarities with the photographs. 

Concerning the limitations of the selection of material, it is worth mentioning that even 

though the names of Delphos’ wearers and costumers are known and mainly are 

distinguished women, it is not always possible to find representations and sources that 

show them wearing the gown. An example of this circumstance can be recognised in the 

case of Eleonora Duse whose archive is located in the Fondazione Giorgio Cini in Venice 

which I visited. There are no photographs of her wearing a Delphos or other Fortuny 

gown, while it is known from letters that she owned Fortuny gowns and a few are 

conserved at the Foundation, but sadly there are no Delphos gowns. However, as the 

                                                           
23 de Osma, Mariano Fortuny, 179. 
24 “Mrs. Selma Schubart,” The MET Museum, accessed February 8, 2017, 
http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/269800  

http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/269800
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selection shows, the women who are known to have worn the Delphos gown share some 

characteristics. As it can be observed they belonged to a cultural elite, from the sister of 

a famous photographer to the daughter of a well-known painter, the most recognised ones 

being a reform dancer and famous actress. Their belonging to this cultural sphere and 

their status will be borne in mind during my analysis and interpretation whilst going 

deeper in the understanding of the act of wearing the Delphos gown. 

There is not one canonical method for the analysis of images that must be followed, but 

a variety of ways to approach visual sources depend on the purposes of the research.25 

The methodology that I will follow for this visual analysis is not a fixed one. My approach 

is inspired by the art historian Anne Hollander and her book Seeing Through Clothes.26 

This title is representative of the way she approaches dress history chapter by chapter. 

Focusing on some main themes, she goes beyond the representations of clothes 

connecting them with reality and real garments.  

The way Hollander performs the analysis and interpretation of the works of art while 

introducing and examining details that go beyond the representations is the reason why I 

am going to follow her method and approach to visual analysis. Accordingly, the relation 

of the garment’s representations and the real garments develops from Hollander’s 

understanding of the visual representations of dress (and undress) in which one must be 

aware of the intentionality behind them and recognise that they are representations, which 

are not fully portraying the reality. Hence, in regard of the visual sources, the aim is the 

representation of the ideal, though there are traces of veracity and reality within them: 

The style in which the image of the clothed figure is rendered –in whatever 

representational art is most comfortably consumed and absorbed as realistic at a 

given time- governs the way we create and perceive our own clothed selves. Such 

images in art are acceptable as models because they are offered not as models at 

all but as renderings of the truth.27 

                                                           
25 Martin Lister and Liz Wells, “Seeing Beyond Belief: Cultural Studies as an Approach to Analysing the 
Visual,” in The Handbook of Visual Analysis, ed. Carey Jewitt and Theo Van Leeuwen (London: Sage 
Publications, 2001), accessed March 12, 2017, http://dx.doi.org.ezp.sub.su.se/10.4135/9780857020062 
, 65. 
26 Anne Hollander, Seeing Through Clothes (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993) 
27 Hollander, Seeing Through Clothes, 349-350. 

http://dx.doi.org.ezp.sub.su.se/10.4135/9780857020062
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Furthermore for the analysis, as, once more, Lou Taylor points out, identifying or 

knowing who is portrayed on the images and their place in society and time –date-, is 

relevant information that allows details to arise: 

When the date and precise social identification of the sitter are known, there is no 

doubt at all of the value of the photograph to the dress historian. Every nuance of 

pose, accessory and garment is a cultural give-away.28 

Knowing who the women portrayed in the images were not only will provide information 

about in which social circles this gown was worn, but also in which circumstances these 

women wore it, that is, whether it was in private or public. Hence, the visual analysis will 

focus on identity matters according to a feminist approach and the notion of embodiment.  

Questions that will lead my visual analysis are: 

* Who is portrayed in the image? Who is the author of the image? When was it 

created? 

* What are the surroundings or background of the image? What kind of image is 

it, for example, portrait, group image, editorial, etc.? Which was the technique 

used? 

* What kind of relationship is there between the gown, the wearer and the 

background? 

* How is the Delphos worn? What kind of pose and attitude has the woman 

wearing it? 

 

Theoretical Framework  
 

There will be two theoretical frameworks corresponding to the two focus of the study.  

One is devoted to the relationship between the Delphos gown and its meanings related to 

time and history through Walter Benjamin’s Tigersprung (tiger’s leap) concept and Gilles 

Deleuze’s notion of the crystal-image. The second one will be focused on the wearers of 

                                                           
28 Taylor, The study of dress history, 176. 
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the Delphos, the women, and it will have a phenomenological and feminist approach, 

where the concept of embodiment will play an important role. 

Regarding Temporality: Tigersprung & Crystal-image 
 

While exploring the Delphos gown one should be aware of Mariano Fortuny’s 

philosophical view and understanding of art which was shared with his wife Henriette. 

The Delphos gown itself gives us a sign and also, as recalled earlier, Fortuny’s 

multifaceted identity as painter, scenographer, engineer and designer. The Delphos gown 

reveals an interest towards the past and history, that lead Fortuny to create revivalist 

designs29 and his multifaceted profile relates to his well-known Wagnerian understanding 

of art and his belief in the Gesamtkunstwerk (total art work). Although, Fortuny was 

introduced to Wagner when he was still living in Paris, his intense conversion to 

Wagnerism came with his visit to Bayreuth.30 One of the key points that can be extracted 

from Wagner’s theories is the leitmotiv, explained earlier, and it would be a suitable and 

complementary task for the main aim of this research to find and identify Fortuny’s own 

leitmotiv in his work, in particular within the Delphos gown.  

The relationship between the Delphos and time, meaning, the understanding of time and 

temporality within this garment, is an intriguing aspect. The pleats of this gown hide and 

evoke history and aspects of temporality which makes this gown deserving of a study 

about these signs and meanings in relation to time. Accordingly, the understanding of the 

concepts of past, present and future will be unravelled aiming to explain how the gown 

functions within its time and relating the temporality also to fashion and its own temporal 

features. 

Defining the Delphos gown as a revivalist gown, which brings back the past in times of 

modernity, links directly with the latest writings of Walter Benjamin in which he 

conceptualized a new understanding of history and originates the notion of Tigersprung, 

tiger’s leap, in his Theses on the Philosophy of History (1940).31 Ulrich Lehmann explains 

                                                           
29 Term used by the author while referring to the Delphos in relation to the dancer Isadora Duncan. 
Smith, “Reviving Fortuny's Phantasmagorias,” 101-102. 
30 Ibid., 32. Same information found in de Osma, Mariano Fortuny, 217. 
31 Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” in Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt (New 
York: Schocken Books, 1969), 253-264. 
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how the Tigersprung made fashion “able to jump from the contemporary to the ancient 

and back without resting solely in one temporal or aesthetic configuration”.32 

Through the quotation, fashion fuses the thesis (the eternal or classical ideal) with 

its antithesis (the openly contemporary). The apparent opposition between the 

eternal and the ephemeral is rendered obsolete by the leap that needs the past to 

continue the contemporary. Correspondingly, the trans-historical describes the 

position of fashion as detached both form the eternal, that is, the aesthetic ideal 

and the continuous progression of history. […] The tiger’s leap “in the open air 

of history” marks a convergence that is revolutionary in essence.33 

As the quote above conclude, through the leap temporalities merge, past and present meet 

joining the ephemeral aspect of fashion with the eternal feature of art and history. Then, 

after the object-based analysis of the Delphos gown, a deeper understanding of the gown 

will be developed concerning this notion and relating its material characteristics with this 

theoretical approach.  

Elaborating further, Benjamin’s concept of tiger’s leap connects with the new dialectical 

comprehension of history by the German philosopher, which is deduced and understood 

from his Theses on the Philosophy of History (1940), where his comprehension is 

identified with a metaphor of a constellation while being compared with the progressive 

linear history represented by the beads of a rosary.34 In the unfinished project of The 

Arcades Project (1940) his new vision is also defined and it gets summarized, in the quote 

below: 

(T)he new, the dialectical method of historiography: to go through the past with 

the intensity of a dream, in order to experience the present as the waking world 

[Wachwelt] to which dreams refers! ... Each epoch contains such side turned 

toward the dream, such a child’s side.35  

This comprehension implies also the announcement of the future. However, the 

interconnection of the temporal notions, past, present and future are also shown in an 

                                                           
32 Ulrich Lehmann, Tigersprung. Fashion in Modernity (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2000), xviii. 
33 Lehmann, Tigersprung, xviii. 
34 Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” 263. 
35 Walter Benjamin, “Das Passagen-Werk,” in Gesammelte Schriften. Bd 5, ed. Rolf Tiedemann (Frankfurt 
am Main: Suhrkamp, 1982), 1006 quoted and translated in Lehman, Tigersprung, 251. 
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illustrative way by the concept of crystal-image proposed by the French philosopher 

Gilles Deleuze in his second book about cinema, Cinema 2: The Time-Image (1985). By 

incorporating this theory I aim to elucidate further the temporality of the Delphos gown 

and its understanding. Following the postulations of Henri Bergson about time, Deleuze 

establishes a ‘crystalline regime’36 and applies it to the study of cinema. To begin with, 

Deleuze summarizes the Bergsonian comprehension of time as follows:  

[…] (T)he past coexists with the present that it has been; the past is preserved in 

itself, as past in general (non-chronological); at each moment time splits itself 

into present and past, present that passes and past which is preserved.37  

Deleuze relies on this split while creating the concept of the crystal-image, where there is 

a differentiation between an actual and a virtual image: “the crystal image is, then, the 

point of indiscernibility of the two distinct images, the actual and the virtual.”38 

Furthermore, the split between past and present simultaneously relates to the formation 

of this concept which “seeks to describe a cognitive process whereby the temporal 

registration of movements and forms affect are expressed, and put into effect”.39 Both, 

the actual and the virtual, correspond with one of these splits, past and present, defining 

the construction of time as it “…splits in two dissymmetrical jets, one of which makes all 

the present pass on, while the other preserves the past”.40 

Borrowing this model of the crystal-image and translating it into fashion, from cinema to 

my own research, the Delphos gown will be identified as a crystal-image, in which actual 

and virtual, present passing and past preserved are located. The Delphos gown becomes 

the result of the recollection of the past that the virtual image signifies; but, also, the 

present as actual image that generates an impulse to the future, since “we see time in the 

crystal”41 and time “… has to split the present in two heterogeneous directions, one of 

which is launched towards the future while the other falls into the past”.42 The inclusion 

                                                           
36 Adrian Parr, ed., Philosophical Dictionaries: The Deleuze Dictionary, rev. ed. (Edinburgh, GB: Edinburgh 
University Press, 2010), 49-50. 
37 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2: The Time-Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Caleta (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota, 1989), 67-69. 
38 Deleuze, Cinema 2, 82. 
39 Parr, Philosophical Dictionaries, 60-61. 
40 Deleuze, Cinema 2, 81. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
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of the future and the announcement of what is yet to come completes the definition of the 

temporality within the crystal-image. Interpreting the Delphos as crystal-image in which 

past, present and future collide and are present will illuminate the representation of time 

in the gown, but not a single or defined time, as the convergence of various temporalities 

that will define the gown as timelessness. 

Regarding Body and Women: The Embodiment of the Delphos Gown 
 

Since one of the purposes of this study is to search for the meaning and significance of 

wearing the Delphos gown, we should look at the act of wearing and for this, the concept 

of embodiment found in the phenomenological theory of perception of the French 

philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty provides an insight in this regard. First of all, 

Merleau-Ponty situates the body at the centre of his studies identifying the body as “the 

visible form of our intention”43: 

The body is the vehicle of being in the world, and having a body is, for a living 

creature to be involved in a definite environment, to identify oneself with certain 

projects and to be continually committed to them.44  

Since it is our own body we dress, the act of dressing constitutes a commitment with one’s 

beliefs or ideals: “It is through my body that I understand other people, just as it is through 

my body that I perceive ‘things’.”45 Thus, through one’s body the world is experienced, 

the body is developing an active position and not only being a passive canvas to dress. 

The body experiences the dress (being dressed) in the world. Regarding this active agency 

of the body, feminist Iris Marion Young takes upon Merleau-Ponty’s postulations taking 

into account gender and feminine bodily experiences.46 The lack of awareness of the 

gendered body is a common critical point on phenomenology made by feminists, whilst 

also defending the possibilities of this theory for their purposes.47 Since the wearers of 

                                                           
43 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The primacy of perception (Evanston and Chicago: Northwestern University 
Press, 1976), 5 quoted in Joanne Entwistle, The fashioned body: fashion, dress and modern social theory, 
2nd ed. (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2015), 29. 
44 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Phenomenology of perception (London: Routledge, 2002), 94 
45 Merleau-Ponty, The Phenomenology of perception, 216. 
46 Agnès Rocamora and Anneke Smelik, eds., Thinking through fashion (London: I.B. Tauris, 2016), 122. 
47 Linda Fisher and Lester Embree, Feminist phenomenology (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic, 2000), 3-4. 
Also stated and discussed in Enwistle, The fashioned body, 30. 
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the Delphos were women and the focus of the research lays on them, we can evoke 

Simone de Beauvoir and her iconic “one is not born, but, rather becomes a woman,”48 in 

which she enhances the phenomenological tradition while developing feminist theory. 

Thus, she started showing an approach to a feminist phenomenology, which has being 

followed by Iris Young and Jeffner Allen.49 Iris Young’s reading and understanding of 

Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology will inspire my approach to the understanding of 

wearing the Delphos gown and its embodiment.50 

In addition, feminist Judith Butler embraces the connection between Beauvoir and 

Merleu-Ponty by affirming that both understand the body “to be an active process of 

embodying certain cultural and historical possibilities” and she expands this perception 

to a first definition of gender as follows:  

[...] gender is instituted through the stylization of the body and, hence, must be 

understood as the mundane way in which bodily gestures, movements and 

enactments of various kinds constitute the illusion of an abiding gendered self.51 

Butler places her understanding of gender as a performative act which embraces the 

phenomenological tradition and also argues that gender differentiation and gender binary 

should be resisted in her writing and theorizing about women and the category of 

women.52 Defying the binary conception of gender needs subversive acts while ‘doing’ 

gender: 

Gender is what is put on, invariably, under constraint, daily and incessantly, with 

anxiety and pleasure, but if this continuous act is mistaken for a natural or 

linguistic given, power is relinquished to expand the cultural field bodily through 

subversive performances of various kinds.53  

                                                           
48 Judith P. Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and 
Feminist Theatre,” Theatre Journal 40, no. 4 (1988): 519, accessed December 10, 2016, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3207893 . 
49 Fisher and Embree, Feminist phenomenology, 2, 4. 
50 Iris Marion Young, Throwing like a girl and other essays in feminist theory and social theory 
(Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1990) 
51 Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution,” 519. 
52 Ibid., 529-530. 
53 Ibid., 531. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3207893
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Regarding these ideas, the wearers of the Delphos gown were not only aware of their 

bodies experiencing the world, but also perceiving the world through the dress. Taking 

into account that the Delphos was supposed to be worn without a corset, the real bodies 

of its wearer would be revealed without any modifications, due to the closeness of its 

fitting. These bodies would be seen as an expression or confirmation of their gender and 

these women’s femininity, due to the embrace or embodiment of their own bodies without 

the need of a corset to re-affirm their gender. However, as the Delphos gown’s silhouette 

was not the norm, at the time of its creation, it could be seen as a subversive act while 

performing one’s gender. In the light of this, wearing the Delphos will be understood as 

an empowering statement, challenging the established trend and etiquette of the epoch.  

The embodiment of the dress, as I understand it in this first stage of my research, seems 

liberating while it reflects the possibility of having a choice, even though, there is a trend 

dominating the fashion and defining what women should wear. It must also be seen in the 

context of the beginning of the first feminist movements that gave more visibility. 

 

Previous Research 
 

The first theoretical approach to the Delphos gown came from Mariano Fortuny. It is 

relevant to know and understand the persona behind the gown. That is why a large part 

of the books that I first consulted are related to Fortuny. Among those, the Spanish art 

historian Guillermo de Osma’s complete and well-illustrated monograph stands out as the 

first source to refer for the amount of biographical information and the comprehensive 

view that is offered about the different facets of Fortuny’s work. Mariano Fortuny. His 

life and work was published in 1980 and re-edited by the Victoria & Albert Museum in 

2005.54  Moreover, de Osma has published more books about Fortuny, two adaptations 

of the mentioned monograph in Spanish Mariano Fortuny, arte ciencia y diseño (2013)55 

and Fortuny (2016).56 Under the title Fortuny, Proust y los Ballets Rusos de Osma 

explores Fortuny’s work in theatre and costume with the Ballets Ruses and showing the 

                                                           
54 de Osma, Mariano Fortuny. 
55 Guillermo de Osma, Mariano Fortuny, arte ciencia y diseño (Madrid: Ollero Y Ramos Editores, 2013) 
56 Guillermo de Osma, Fortuny (San Sebastián: Editorial Nerea, 2016) 
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importance and the multiple references to Fortuny within the novel of Marcel Proust Á a 

recherché du temps perdu.57  

In addition, books centred on only one aspect of his work can be found such as Fortuny: 

The magician of Venice (2000) by Anne-Marie Deschodt and Doretta Davanzo Poli, 

whose focus is placed on the textiles and garments, but without going deeply into the 

understanding of this aspect.58 The exploration about the theatre features of Fortuny’s 

work is covered by Giovanni Isgrò in Fortuny e il teatro (1986).59  

Even though, Fortuny’s wife, Henriette, was an important figure in the creation and 

development of printed textile and garment works, and a sitter in pictures and paintings, 

the information about her is scarce. I only found an exhibition catalogue devoted to her 

which was published joining the exhibition at Palazzo Fortuny, Henriette Fortuny. 

Portrait of a muse (2015).60 The catalogue offers a wide range of images from the 

archives at the Palazzo, personal and biographic photos as well as photographs of the 

creations of the Fortuny’s. Furthermore, the texts that are included from the co-curators 

Daniela Ferretti, Palazzo Fortuny director, and Cristina Da Roit, and also, the researcher 

and Photographic Archive director of the Palazzo Fortuny, Claudio Franzini, are aimed 

to emphasize how significant her role was as Mariano Fortuny’s partner, not only as wife 

but as work partner, and how little is known about her, even though the title of the book 

and exhibition described and defined her only as his inspiration, as his a ‘muse.’ 

Focusing on a particular Delphos gown donated to the Historic Costume and Textiles 

Collection in the College of Family and Consumer Sciences at the University of Georgia 

a documentation study has been done by Amy Renee Dykes. This study, even though it 

has the real gown as focus, is conducted through visual analysis, since the aim is to date 

the gown. In order to solve this question the researcher creates a checklist with primary 

and secondary sources for the challenging task of dating Delphos gowns, given that as I 

mentioned earlier, the design remained almost unchanged from its creation until today.61 

                                                           
57 Guillermo de Osma, Fortuny, Proust y los Ballets Rusos (Barcelona: Elba, 2010) 
58 Anne-Marie Deschodt and Doretta Davanzo Poli, Fortuny: The magician of Venice (New York: Harry 
Abrams, 2000) 
59 Giovanni Isgrò, Fortuny e il teatro (Palermo: Novecento, 1986) 
60 Ferreti, Henriette Fortuny.  
61 Amy Renee Dykes, “Documentation of a Mariano Fortuny Delphos gown” (PhD diss., University of 
Gerogia, 2003) https://getd.libs.uga.edu/pdfs/dykes_amy_r_200312_ms.pdf . 

https://getd.libs.uga.edu/pdfs/dykes_amy_r_200312_ms.pdf
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While analysing the gown in the first chapter of my thesis following the object-based 

model Dykes’ study has been a source to consult, in order to compare and confirm or 

discuss the dating information. 

The most recent approach to Fortuny’s work is a PhD dissertation titled Reviving 

Fortuny’s Phantasmagorias in 2015 by Wendy L. Smith based on archival research the 

study relates Fortuny’s work, from his inventions of all sorts, his work in scenography 

and also the textile and garments creations, to his unique vision of light.62 In her chapter 

“Pleated time: light and shadows in silk and velvet” Smith examines the Delphos gown 

following an interpretation that links the folding of the gown with Michel Serres 

metaphors of temporality.63 I am also interested in the relationship between the Delphos 

gown and time and history, but my focus lies in the timelessness of the garment. In this 

sense, her approach to time and temporality within fashion found in the third chapter, 

“Phantasmagoric Machines”, is inspiring and appropriate to take into account in my 

research. The constant design of the Delphos battles against the search of the ‘new’ within 

fashion and the fashion system, while at the same time its clear reference to and 

inspiration from the past links it with a fundamental characteristic of fashion: being 

inspired by the past to create the new. Both points relate to theories formulated by Walter 

Benjamin and Roland Barthes that Smith further explores and I also will bring to my 

research aiming to explore how timelessness positions the Delphos gown between the 

fields of art and fashion.64 

Bearing this in-between position of the Delphos in mind, taking a look into a more generic 

text within fashion will elucidate how this garment has been perceived. As an example, 

the book Fashion (2003) from the fashion historian Christopher Breward shows only two 

small references to Fortuny that situates him and his creations briefly. The first one is 

found in relation to Poiret and the dress liberation of women from the corset including 

Fortuny’s creations and others designers in this process, but without referring directly to 

the Delphos gown, while criticizing Poiret’s claim as the sole liberator of women.65 The 

second mentioning appears while describing the fashion capitals, specifically Milan, and 

                                                           
62 Smith, “Reviving Fortuny's Phantasmagorias.”  
63 Ibid., 95-123. 
64 Ibid., 132-140. 
65 Christopher Breward, Fashion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 37. 
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as an example, among others, of the connection between fashion and art within Italian 

fashion, mistakenly or conveniently defining him as Venetian couturier.66 From these two 

references, the deduction about Fortuny and his work within fashion is as a broad picture 

properly framed, but vague in detail and rather incorrect. 

Exploring the relationship between fashion and art, one can expect to encounter the name 

of Mariano Fortuny or his creations in texts concerning this matter and in particular fitting 

the period of time where he was active and developing his works. However, in the book 

Against Fashion. Clothing as Art, 1850-1930, which matches with the historical 

background and context of the Delphos gown, neither the garment nor its creators are 

mentioned. Still, some movements that share characteristics and that are sometimes seen 

as antecedents of Fortuny are studied, such as the Aesthetic Dress and the Reform Dress 

movements that were developing since the later decades of the nineteenth century. The 

features which connect them with Fortuny’s Delphos are the importance of the arts and 

crafts, the search of inspiration in ancient and medieval dress following the natural shape 

of the body and aiming for a loose fitting and an escape from the circles of fashion that 

change every six months.67 In this getaway from the system they, as artistically inspired 

movements, rejected the commercial and monetary aspect of fashion itself, which should 

be underlined as point of discrepancy with Fortuny’s understanding of his garment 

production. This could be the reason why he is not embedded as an example. A recent 

study in History of Dress. New Directions in Theory and Practice (2016), an essay by 

Kimberly Wahl, “Picturing the Material/Manifesting the Visual: Aesthetic Dress in the 

late-nineteenth-century British Culture,” following a material culture study and 

comparing the objects, gowns, with texts and the visual representations, reveals how the 

ideal defined in literature and portrayed in visual representations of this movement did 

not convey with the real gowns produced which were more close with the fashionable 

norm of the time.68 This conclusion, again, detaches Fortuny and the Delphos gown from 

                                                           
66 Breward, Fashion, 207. 
67 Radu Stern, Against Fashion. Clothing as Art, 1850-1930 (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2004), 5-11. 
68 Kimberly Wahl, “Picturing the Material/Manifesting the Visual: Aesthetic Dress in the late-nineteenth-
century British Culture,” in Dress History. New Directions in Theory and Practice, ed. Charlotte Nicklas 
and Annebella Pollen (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2015), 97-112.  
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the movement since the Delphos as a visual representation equals the actual design as it 

will be analysed and demonstrated later on the thesis. 

The time when the Delphos gown was created, around 1909, belongs to a thriving and 

changing period in history. It is the era of modernity in the western world when old values 

in every other side of life are being replaced with new ones. The new century brought 

along new understandings in the world, within art, for instance, the Avant-Garde and 

different styles created ruptures with the academic norms finding new places of display 

and audiences. In this new comprehension of the world, fashion is also thought and 

comprehended by the intellectuals of the time. A book that will provide an examination 

of these ideas and understandings about fashion within modernity is Tigersprung. 

Fashion in Modernity by Ulrich Lehmann (2000).69 Lehmann explores the relationship 

of fashion and modernity through philosophers, such as Charles Baudelaire, Stéphane 

Mallarmé, Georg Simmel or Walter Benjamin, connecting their theories with main 

concepts that summarize them. Furthermore, Lehmann applies the concept of Walter 

Benjamin’s Tigersprung chapter after chapter and it can be seen as his own leitmotif that 

coheres his book. 

The relationship between fashion and modernity has also been explored from other 

angles, less philosophically and more concretely in two other books: Fashion and 

Modernity (2005) edited by the fashion historians Christopher Breward and Caroline 

Evans, and Adorned in Dreams. Fashion and Modernity (2003) by Elizabeth Wilson. I 

am interested in Wilson’s approach to the modern era and also how Wilson brings 

feminism into the study of dress history, as this is an approach that I will undertake.70 The 

former book is concerned with issues that link together fashion and fashion industry and 

the formation of identities, concern taken from Wilson’s book, and subjectivities within 

the atmosphere of the modern times, focusing on specific cases.71  

One of these case studies is a chapter dedicated to actresses as fashion influencers or 

trend-setters, “Ambiguous Role Models: Fashion, Modernity and the Victorian Actress,” 

                                                           
69 Lehmann, Tigersprung. 
70 Elizabeth Wilson, Adorned in Dreams. Fashion and Modernity (London: I. B. Tauris, 2003) 
71 Christopher Breward and Caroline Evans, eds., Fashion and Modernity (Oxford: Berg, 2005) 
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written by Christopher Breward72 connects with my other focus field which is women, 

concretely women who wore the Delphos gown. This chapter introduces some examples 

of actresses that get complemented by the exhibition catalogue Staging Fashion, 1880-

1920. Jane Harding, Lily Elsie, Billi Burke (2012) where the relationship between 

actresses and fashion is developed using specific examples as well.73 Even of, none of the 

examples found in both texts were actual wearers of the gown that is the focus of my 

study, other actresses were and understanding the influence and the relationship for 

example between Lucile and Mary Moore or Lily Elsie, explored in the cited article and 

book,74 shed some light about relationship between the Fortunys’ and their clients, as 

some of them were actresses and dancers such as Eleonora Duse and Isadora Duncan to 

mention the most known. 

As well as an understanding of fashion and modernity is needed in order to contextualize 

the Delphos gown, women and modernity should be considered in this previous research. 

As mentioned, Wilson’s book presents a chapter devoted to feminism and also to the 

Aesthetic Dress movement. Furthermore, I selected Lynn Abrams’ book The Making of 

the Modern Woman: Europe 1789-1918 (2002)75 as it offers an evolutionary view of 

women in the 19th and early 20th. It discusses how the first attempts of what nowadays is 

considered feminism were developed, which temporally connects with the Delphos gown 

and the time when women were wearing it. 

All these sources have framed and helped me to delineate the Delphos gown and its 

wearers in order to be aware of the limits and circumstances surrounding them in their 

time. In historical research one cannot select a single example, one fact or object, and take 

for granted its meanings and signification without looking back and asking what has 

happened before, and looking forward, and wondering what will happen after. 

                                                           
72 Christopher Breward, “Ambiguous Role Models: Fashion, Modernity and the Victorian Actress,” in 
Fashion and Modernity, ed. Christopher Breward and Caroline Evans (Oxford: Berg, 2005), 101-120. 
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Contextualizing provides relevant information that will help and guide in the 

understanding and evaluation of the particular fact or object that is studied. 

 

Outline 
 

This thesis will be divided into two main chapters dealing with the two focuses that direct 

this study: the Delphos gown and the wearers of the Delphos gown. 

 The first chapter will be devoted to the analysis and study of the Delphos gown 

supplementing the object-based analysis with archival material, such as the patent in order 

to unfold the meanings of the gown. Exploring the cultural and historical background of 

the garment will lead to a theoretical interpretation of the gown by applying the concepts 

proposed earlier. Following this chapter, I will take on the visual analysis of 

representations which can be divided into two halves. The first half is devoted to 

Fortuny’s photographs and despite the focus being on how the Delphos gown is worn, 

how the gown is portrayed shall be also taken into account. In the second half, the role of 

the wearers and their identities represented in the visual sources will be the principal 

concern of the analysis, whilst the Delphos gown is always under the scope.  

I will conclude merging the deductions of both analysis establishing a parallelism 

between them. These interpretations will lead to a deeper understanding of the act of 

wearing the Delphos gown aiming to support the hypotheses proposed at the beginning 

of this project.  
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Chapter i _ Unfolding the Delphos Gown  
 

As already introduced, the Delphos gown, as the main character and focus of this project, 

needs a more detailed account based in the real garment aiming to interpret and develop 

its meanings from its evocative characteristics. 

In this part of the research, I will often refer to my main character as object or artefact 

since I will perform an object-based analysis combining the models proposed by Jules 

Prown and E. McClung Fleming as Valerie Steele suggests in her article “A Museum of 

Fashion Is More Than a Clothes-Bag”.76 Fleming’s model with the introduction of the 

relation between the artefact and its culture in a fourth step complements Prown’s 

model.77 This implies the inclusion of the context in which the object was created in order 

to get a broader picture and understanding of the garment. Both approaches begin with a 

complete description of the artefact which will be my starting point as well. 

Seeing the Delphos Gown 
 

At Röhsska Museum (Gothenburg), the object was handed to me in a cotton bag with a 

tag which read the catalogue details. Inside the 

bag was my object: a piece of pleated cloth, rolled 

up. Wearing gloves, according to conservational 

requirements, I extracted the artefact from the bag 

and un-rolled it. The first aspects to notice are the 

lightness, the pleats of the fabric, how malleable 

and flexible it is and the dark green colour. Once 

unrolled, the shape of the object is revealed: two 

rectangles of pleated cloth attached together on 

the long sides with a small opening on each side. 

A closer look shows that there is a smaller piece 

of fabric attached at each opening. It is 

completely open at one of the short edges and 
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partially open at the other one, which has an aperture in V-shape. The lateral openings 

are on the sides of this V-shape aperture. This structure resembles the openings for head 

and arms of clothing, and the object is made of fabric, which according to the texture, 

weight and colour, seems like silk.  

Being more specific about the construction, the object can 

be divided into two parts: the main part of the gown that I 

will call body and sleeves. The body is made of four panels 

of fabric about 90-100cm wide and 160cm long. They are 

stitched together with a thread of almost the same colour 

as the fabric. The panels have the same shape and, as 

mentioned before, they create a V-neckline on the front 

and at the back. The hemline stitches seem hand-made all 

the way along the edge. The sleeves are one panel of fabric 

each, they are stitched to the body of the gown and closed 

by a thread attached/fastened to a series of beads. This 

thread also goes in a hidden tubular hem along the sleeves 

with the purpose of adjusting the dress, I will call it fitting 

thread or drawstring. It is a black silk thread that pairs well 

with the green colour of the gown. The beads on the 

sleeves are made of crystal and they have a tortoise shell 

colour, which adds a decorative touch (Figure 3). 

According to secondary sources, these beads are made of 

Murano glass, which is a typical crystal from Venice.78 On the inside part of the sleeves 

there are a kind of buttons (tapes) with some weight which I suppose had the purpose of 

keeping down the sleeves, close to the shoulders and arms. The fitting silk thread is long 

and both ends are kept together by another crystal bead, this one has a few white lines as 

decoration (Figure 4). The cotton thread used to sew the sleeves to the body of the dress 

is almost invisible and the kind of stitching seems handmade. The same one is used to 

stitch together the panels of the body of the dress and the hemline. 
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The gown has some yellowish stains. The stains can be understood as a reminder that it 

was worn and used. One can also think of them as a result of the time passing, or some 

kind of deterioration of the fabric. When I asked the curator about them, the answer was 

that they are stains due to the use and that the former owner joked about them being 

champagne stains. It is also worth mentioning that the dress has no label. Thus, to 

establish the authorship one needs to rely on the material aspects of the gown, paying 

special attention to the details that could reveal and confirm its authenticity as a Fortuny 

Delphos gown. 

The main characteristic of the dress is the pleating of the silk, the fabric. Not only when 

seeing it but also when touching and moving the gown the pleating is the most striking 

feature of the dress. It grows and it shrinks in the easiest ways without losing the pleats.  

Another characteristic to highlight is the 

sparkling colour that has a metallic glaze and 

changes with the lighting catching one’s 

attention. That is why the colour is not 

always regular in the pictures that illustrate 

this study and I have to point out that the 

colour in the images is not the one that I saw 

with the object in my hands. 

 

Figure 4 Figure 3 

Figure 5 
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Reading the Delphos Gown 
 

The design, construction and details of the gown correspond with the ones found in the 

patent of the Delphos, which suggests that it could be an early Delphos gown from ca. 

1908 as the date given by the Museum confirms. Looking for further confirmation on the 

date, the checklist created by Amy R. Dykes in her dissertation “Documentation of a 

Mariano Fortuny Delphos Gown” was consulted. However, the information on early 

Delphos gowns is not sufficient, as she pointed out in her conclusions, since she could 

only examine two from this period and benefited from secondary sources.79 The Delphos 

gown under my analysis meets all the assigned details for the period 1907-1920 except 

for the stripped beads. Only one bead of this gown has any decoration. 

The patent enclosed in the Office National de la Propriété Industrielle in Paris by Mariano 

Fortuny in 1909 provides a detailed description that matches with the one I made above 

and further confirms that the object I saw is a Delphos gown. This text is the translation 

to English made by Guillermo de Osma of the French text found on the original patent:80 

This invention refers to a type of garment that it is derived from the classical robe, 

but designed in such shape and with such mechanism as to permit easy use and 

comfortable adjustment…The dress consists of a robe, open both at the top and 

at the bottom, whose width can be equal to its length, widening or narrowing from 

top to bottom or at various points, in accordance with the general appearance and 

aspect one desires to give to the dress. The fabric can be smooth or pleated; this 

detail is an independent invention. 

The upper section is laid flat so that the two edges are level and these are then 

fastened at points d and e in whatever way one decides; an opening in the centre 

forms the neckline, two lateral openings c c are for arms through with, in between, 

two openings b b whose edges are laced together. Between the lateral points e 

and g strings are attached obliquely to adjust and modify distance x which 

determines the bottom of the sleeve in accordance with the size and height of 

                                                           
79 Dykes, “Documentation of a Mariano Fortuny Delphos gown,” 45, 76. 
80 Brevet D’Invention, genre de vêtements pour femmes, Office National de la Propiété Industrielle, 4 
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whoever is wearing the dress. These strings are on the inside of the dress so as to 

be invisible.81 

This description was made by the creator of the gown. However, the Delphos gown is not 

the same without its characteristic pleating whose technique was also patented. Even 

more, there is a handwritten note in this document which says that the idea of the gown 

came from Henriette, Fortuny’s wife, as he called her “l’inventeur” – the inventor – as it 

follows: “Ce brevet est de la propiété de Madame Henriette Brassart qui est l’inventeur. 

J’ai pris ce brevet en mon nom pour l’urgence du depot… Le 10 juin 1909 à Paris. 

Fortuny”82 (This patent is owned by Mrs. Henriette Brassart who is the inventor. I 

enclosed this patent on my name /behalf due to the urgency of the deposit…In Paris June 

10, 1909. Fortuny). Although, de Osma includes some references to Henriette while 

describing the Delphos gown and its inspiration, and refers to her as “privileged 

collaborator as well as his (Fortuny’s) muse”,83  he does neither claim nor give her credit 

as co-author. He mostly sets her aside as helper and inspiration, and declares and 

emphasizes the Delphos gown as Mariano Fortuny’s invention.84 Actually, Henriette 

herself in a letter to Elsie McNeill who will be undertaking the company after Mariano’s 

death, refers to the Delphos gown as her own creation:  

[…] Regarding Delphos, after mature consideration – and this is why I have been 

slow to answer – I have irrevocably decided to cease all commercial production. 

Similarly, given that these garments are of my own creation, even more than 

many other, I desire that no-one else take them over, and thus to the sale of the 

Delphos we must apply the words the end.85 

Thus, it is fair to affirm that the authorship of the Delphos gown is joint. I will further on 

refer to the Delphos gown as the Fortunys’ creation since the above proves and 

                                                           
81 de Osma, Mariano Fortuny, 145-46. 
82 Brevet D’Invention, genre d’étoffe plissée-ondulée, Office National de la Propiété Industrielle, 10 June 
1909, M.8.1.5, Il Fondo Mariutti Fortuny, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice. Quoted and 
transcribed in Ferreti, Henriette Fortuny, 89. Referred also in Smith, “Reviving Fortuny's 
Phantasmagorias,” 100. 
83 de Osma, Fortuny, 157. 
84 Ibid., 145.  
85 Transcribed letter from Henriette Frotuny to Elsie MacNeill quoted in Ferreti, Henriette Fortuny, 90. 
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demonstrates that their personal relationship as a married couple was extended to a 

professional partnership given that they worked together. 

The patent includes a sketch of the gown which 

complements the explanation given by the text (Figure 6). 

The comparison between the actual dress and the 

description and drawing gives as a result the identification 

of the object as a Delphos gown designed by Mariano and 

Henriette Fortuny. 

Furthermore, the text of the patent itself is important and revealing. In the first line the 

inspiration behind the gown is uncovered: “derived from a classical gown”. Also, the 

name of the gown, Delphos, implies this classical inspiration. If the reader is familiar with 

Ancient Greek History, Classical Culture or History of Art, 

the name of Delphos starts to adhere more associations. In 

central Greece, between two towering rocks of Mt. Parnassus, 

known as the Phaidriades (Shining) Rocks, was located a 

sanctuary dedicated to Apollo which included a famous 

oracle, where the Pythia – priestess – answered questions 

about the future.86 Moreover, Delphi in the eyes of the ancient 

Greeks was considered “the centre of the world (omphalos): 

according to myth, it was the meeting point of two eagles 

released by Zeus, one to the 

East and one in the West”.87 

However, after analysing the gown, it becomes clear that 

the Delphos gown’s major relationship with Delphi is 

due to a sculpture named “Charioteer of Delphi” which 

dates from around 470 BC, Classical Period, and was 

discovered at this archaeological site in 1896 (Figures 

                                                           
86 Nowadays, the ruins of this sacred place are considered a World Heritage Site by UNESCO that must 
be preserved as remains of the history. “Archaeological Site of Delphi.” UNESCO. World Heritage Centre. 
World Heritage List. http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/393 . 
87 “Archaeological Site of Delphi,” UNESCO, World Heritage Centre, World Heritage List, accessed March 
3, 2017, http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/393 . 
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Figure 8 

Figure 7 
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7,8).88 The bronze sculpture wore a garment called the Greek chiton and was without 

much doubt the inspiration behind the Delphos gown and the reason for the chosen 

name.89 The chiton was brought from the East and it was first adopted by men, however 

by the end of the 7th century BC it became women’s principal garment. It was a 

“voluminous garment of fine linen, the chiton carried with it connotations of luxury and 

high status”.90 As described by the art historian and archaeologist Mireille M. Lee, the 

chiton was “buttoned or pinned at intervals along the edges of the fabric to create 

billowing sleeves”.91 This description can easily be related to the one written on the patent 

and serve as a simple description of the Delphos gown. The major distinction between 

the chiton and the Delphos gown is the fabric, the former was made in linen or wool and 

the later was always silk. The Delphos gown was not the only creation by the Fortunys’ 

that was classically inspired. Prior to the Delphos gown, a printed silk scarf named 

Knossos was created. This scarf finds its inspiration in the Greek himation which was 

worn over the chiton evolving the body.92 Whereas, dress historian James Laver referred 

also to a similar piece cloth under the name chlamys, whose female version he called 

peplos; for him, himation was as a larger and warmer cape.93 Differently, according to 

Mireille M. Lee, Peplos is distinguished as the first and simple garment worn by the 

Greeks often decorated with woven geometric patterns, animals, and human figures, 

draped around the body and fastened at the shoulders with pins.94 Concerning the name, 

Knossos, refers to the Palace of Knossos, centre of the Minoan civilization which was 

discovered by Sir Arthur Evans in the beginning of the 20th century.95 The decorative 

motifs found in the Palace inspired the printed patterns of the Knossos shawls.96 

Confirming this inspiration beyond the similarities between the motifs, Fortuny refers to 

these findings as inspiration for his and Henriette‘s work with printed textile in his 

                                                           
88 de Osma, Mariano Fortuny, 96 and Ferreti, Henriette Fortuny, 14. 
89 de Osma, Mariano Fortuny, 146. 
90 Sharon L. James and Sheila Dillon, eds., A companion to women in the ancient world (Chichester, West 
Sussex: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012), 182, accessed October 23, 2016, doi: 10.1002/9781444355024. 
91 Ibid. 
92 James and Dillon, A companion to women in the ancient world, 182. 
93 James Laver, Costume and fashion: a concise history, 4th ed. (London: Thames and Hudson, 2002), 30-
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94 James and Dillon, A companion to women in the ancient world, 182 
95 “Minoan Palatial Centres (Knossos, Phaistos, Malia, Zakros, Kydonia),” UNESCO, World Heritage 
Centre, World Heritage List, accessed April 20, 2017, http://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/5860/ . 
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autobiographical notes: “…des fragments imprimés très ancien, trouvés en Grèce, m’ont 

mis sur la recherche de procédés d’impressions – et ma Femme et moi, nous avons fondé, 

au Palazzo Orfei, un atelier d’impression…”97 (“…the discovery in Greece of fragments 

of printed textile prompted me to investigate new methods of printing - and my wife and 

I established a printing atelier in Palazzo Orfei...”) 

Besides the inspiration for the Delphos gown, also details about the garment and how to 

wear it can be found in the patent which need to be highlighted for a comprehensive 

understanding of the gown. Expressions such as “permit an easy use and comfortable 

adjustment” state the creators’ idea of a dress that does not constrain its wearer or make 

wearing it unpleasant. In fact, the wearers are very present in this description. There are 

references to the choices that the gown offers to them, for instance: “in accordance with 

the general aspect one desires to give to the dress”. According to this sentence, the 

Fortunys’ do not define a concrete or specific way of wearing the gown, on the contrary, 

the wearers are taken into consideration and they allow them the freedom of choosing the 

final appearance of the gown. This freedom also suggests uniqueness, since the wearers 

can decide the fitting of their gowns in different manners, as they desire. The wearers are 

given great importance as well as they are free from being defined or categorized. 

Subsequently, the wearers as they are understood in the patent can be any women, and 

they are given the power of decision about how the gown is worn on their bodies: “which 

determines the bottom of the sleeve in accordance with the size and height of whoever is 

wearing the dress”. This understanding and relevance of the wearers will be further 

discussed in the next chapter where the focus will be on the wearers of the Delphos gown. 

Feeling the Delphos Gown 
 

In order to obtain a complete picture in the understanding of this gown, the experience of 

wearing the gown becomes relevant information that should be included. Thanks to the 

former owner of the Delphos gown analysed at Röhsska Museum, Tonie Lewenhaupt, 

some details about how the gown felt and made her feel can be recalled. She defines the 
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feeling of the lightness of the garment with a revealing metaphor that shows the 

contradictions that the gown encloses in its pleats, saying that “the dress was light as air, 

and it felt like putting on a cloud while it still kept being a long evening dress”.98 This 

lightness is also related to a feeling of wearing a revealing gown which made her move 

very self-consciously, “like a dancer, or find a pose”.99 This description of the awareness 

of her body while wearing the gown and the link to dance is interesting, since, as it will 

be presented later, dancers wore this gown on stage and outdoors. Concerning this 

revealing feature, she also expressed her understanding of “those women who wore their 

Delphos with some kind of heavy or light coat”.100 Thus, wearing the Delphos makes the 

wearer exposed and aware of her body and movements. Embracing this liberty of 

exposition and commandment of one’s body, is not for everyone. Adding another layer, 

wearing a coat, can function as a shield against the vulnerability that the wearer can feel 

as being exposed, which points to strong personality and the bold choice that the wearers 

that did not use the coats made. Furthermore, Lewenhaupt emphasizes the strong feeling 

of owning the gown: “I immediately knew it was my dress, it belonged to me. I never 

thought of it as an old dress that belonged to someone else”.101 This strong connection to 

the dress can be related to how close the gown gets to the body, how thin the separation 

is between body, gown and the exterior, how the gown embraces the body while 

perceiving the world and being perceived by others. As final remark, she expressed that 

this feeling of belonging had not disappeared even though the gown is in the Museum, 

the Delphos continues to evoke a strong feeling, maybe also because of the importance 

that she recognised it had for fashion history and women’s history.102 

The Delphos gown’s fabric in the experience of wearing the garment has been considered 

relevant and in this regard, the text on the patent states that “(t)he fabric can be smooth 

or pleated; this detail is an independent invention”.103 This short and ambiguous statement 
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has two possible interpretations since, as mentioned before, previously to this one Fortuny 

enclosed also another patent in 1909 specifically for the pleating technique used in the 

Delphos gown’s fabric. Therefore, with this sentence, he is either emphasizing the novelty 

of the pleating as an independent invention or highlighting that the gown’s design is an 

independent invention no matter what kind of fabric the garment is made of. It can also 

be contemplated that this statement is ambiguous on purpose because both, garment and 

pleating technique, are inventions that should be considered separately, even though they 

merge within the Delphos gown.  

The Delphos gown should assume this independent feature from 

both design and fabric and, actually, it does, as the design of this 

gown since its creation was consistent with the exception of 

some alterations. To be precise, though, the description found in 

the patent is detailed and corresponds to a specific design, the 

Delphos gown was not an invariable gown. On the contrary, as 

I observed in pictures and during my visit at the Palazzo Fortuny 

in Venice, there were Delphos gowns with numerous variations 

in colour, length, design and length of sleeves, neckline, etc. At the Palazzo Fortuny I got 

to see and analyse two different Delphos gowns, one that was 

sleeveless, with rounded neckline and beads along both sides of 

the gown’s body (Figure 9) and another one with longer sleeves 

and a bateau neckline, including also a printed belt (Figure 10). 

They were black and red with the detail of a bright blue fitting 

thread respectively. As I have seen in photographs, they were 

also two-piece Delphos gowns and some include a printed belt, 

as the red one seen in Venice does, among other differentiations. 

Consequently, it can be confirmed that the Delphos gown refers to the Fortunys’ creation 

of a classical inspired pleated gown, but it is not only one design, is a genre or type of 

garment as it can be read on the patent’s title: “Genre de vêtement pour femmes”.104 
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Contextualizing the Delphos Gown 
 

The Delphos design was constant since its creation until the death of Mariano Fortuny in 

1949, when the production of this garment ended following Henriette’s decision, as 

quoted before. The lasting and independent design of the Delphos did not convey with 

the ever changing aspect of fashion. De Osma goes further claiming that “Fortuny 

invented a fashion that lay outside fashion, a fashion that was not a subject of change, a 

fashion that was art”.105 As Elizabeth Wilson defines: 

Fashion is dress in which the key feature is rapid and continual changing of styles. 

Fashion, in a sense is change, and in modern western societies no clothes are 

outside fashion […]106  

Regarding this characterization and, specifically, the statement that “no clothes are 

outside fashion”, the independent feature of the gown and the bold assertion of de Osma 

that the Delphos gown’s creation is outside fashion and its alignment with art need further 

exploration. 

At this point of the analysis and concerning the inquiries above, the antecedents and the 

fashion trends that preceded the Delphos gown are worth to be included in order to fully 

understand this creation. The classical inspiration behind the Delphos gown connects it 

with the Aesthetic Movement developed in Britain in the late 19th century which first 

appeared in the historicism of the Pre-Raphaelites.107 However, this movement was not 

the only one aiming for a change within fashion, The Rational Dress Society created in 

1881, was concerned were about hygienic and tight-lacing practices.108 Though these 

movements are different, their development was almost simultaneous and the later ended 

absorbing the Aesthetic movement’s predilection for Greek and medieval inspired 

garments and the adoption of the ideal of the classical body. Both movements were not 

exclusively interested in changing dresses’ designs, but their purpose was related to 

certain criticism concerning the consumerism implied and encouraged by fashion.109 
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Thus, these movements were against the seasonal characteristic of fashion and their 

purpose was that fashion should not change every six months, they aimed for a disruption 

of the timing and circles of fashion. In the words of two of its first advocates, founder of 

the Arts and Crafts movement, architect and textile designer William Morris and architect 

E.W. Godwin, respectively: 

[…] things which everybody knows are of no use […] the outward token of which 

is known by the conventional name of fashion - a strange monster born of the 

vacancy of the lives of rich people, and the eagerness of competitive Commerce 

to make the most of huge crowd of workmen whom it breeds as unregarded 

instruments for what is called the making of money.110 

The changeableness of 19th century fashion is perhaps not only the greatest evil, 

but the parent of all other evils in modern costume with which we have to 

contend.111 

Furthermore, the creation of this kind of garments should be moved from dressmakers to 

more educated persons, such as artists, that were not slaves of fashion, as Oscar Wilde 

suggested.112 Fashion was thus criticised as a whole. Subsequently, these movements 

were against fashion, aiming to change every aspect of it in favour of an artistic approach. 

Furthermore, the Aesthetic movement aspired to an artistic dress, that is, a natural and 

beautiful dress which respected the natural shape of the body. Within this movement, the 

association between art and fashion is more than palpable and the kind of garments aimed 

for were represented in the paintings of Albert Moore, Frederick Leighton, Edward 

Burne-Jones, or Sir Alma-Tadema.113 The development of the movement was mainly 

intellectual, since the promotion was supported by visual sources and written manifestos, 

such as the journal Aglaia: The Journal of the Healthy and Artistic Dress Union. The 

Aesthetic dresses were sold in exclusive places.114 Still, although the ideal encouraged 

should have followed classical garments and the natural form of the body, the reality was 

not supporting these new silhouettes. Consequently, these Aesthetic garments were more 
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aligned with the fashionable trends of the moment.115 However, as Kimberly Wahl 

concludes in her study, the Aesthetic Dress movement “should be understood as 

indicative of the shifting and negotiated nature of modern culture itself”.116 Even though, 

Aesthetic dress was not fully materialised, the movements that promoted dress reforms 

allowed women to explore new and creative values in dress and offered the possibility 

and belief in the change of the establishment.117 Not only the classical inspiration can be 

found materialized in the pleats on the Delphos gown, but also the fact of not following 

the seasonal circles of fashion relates these movements’ ideology with the Fortunys’ 

creation. However, according to Wendy Smith, there is no evidence of inspiration or study 

of the writers and artists that belong to these movements:  

The fact that there is no material trace left in Palazzo Fortuny of Fortuny’s study 

of these English painters and writers would strongly imply that their influence on 

his designs is somewhat insignificant, especially compared to the hundreds of 

images of works by other artists that fill his library.118 

As I understand it, the creation of the Delphos gown is embedded within the ideas that 

were enclosed in the Aesthetic dress movement and resembles the new approach to 

women’s garments based on a more natural body shape without modifiers, such as 

crinolines and corset. Because of this, the Delphos gown can be understood as a change 

in style, playing its part within / making it belong to the fashion circle at the moment of 

its creation. The ideas of a changing silhouette in a fashionable manner started to appear 

in the first decade of the 20th century, since this transformation is related also to the 

designs of Paul Poiret (1879-1944) and Madeleine Vionnet (1876-1975) at almost the 

same time paralleling to the creation of the Delphos gown.119 In Vionnet’s case, her 

designs are the merging result of fluidity which directly connects with the Delphos gown 

and intricate construction.120 Her understanding and particular way of working the fabric 

with the bias cut which she mastered can be related to the unique treatment given to the 

Delphos pleats by the Fortunys. Regarding Poiret and this new silhouette, he claimed 
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himself to be the designer who liberated women from the corset with his classical and, 

also, oriental inspired creations.121 However, women’s liberation of dress cannot be solely 

attributed to one designer in the view of the fact that, as I presented, loose-fitting garments 

and getting rid of the corset were rising awareness since the previous century. Moreover, 

the corset was neither completely disregarded nor disappeared due to Paul Poiret’s 

designs, rather it was modified and made less constricted.122 The corsets were evolved in 

order to fulfil the requirements of the new fashionable shape of the body, straighter waist 

and thinner hips, and, also, “changing in shape and construction, the corset began to 

evolve into modern foundation garments incorporating new stretch fabrics and 

manufacturing techniques that provided support with greater flexibility and comfort.”123 

The creation of the Delphos gown, hence, was part of a progressive change of the female 

ideal figure from the S or Edwardian silhouette to the tubular shape characteristic of the 

flapper girls. This shows how there are some connections between the creations of fashion 

designers of the time and the Fortunys’.  

Despite De Osma’s strong assertion, Wilson’s awareness that no clothes are outside 

fashion becomes applicable when looking at the Delphos gown. In my opinion and 

understanding, the Delphos gown is located in an in-between place, it can be placed 

outside and inside fashion, agreeing with Wendy Smith.124 The Delphos gown cannot be 

completely outside fashion because its design corresponds to a new approach and ideal 

body figure that was initiating a change in the style and shape of the female body at the 

time when it was created, ca. 1907, and that was assumed and widely adopted a decade 

later. 

On the other hand, the fact that the Delphos gown was patented implies the consideration 

of this gown as an innovative and revolutionary creation. Furthermore, the Delphos 

gown’s design remained the same throughout almost 40 years following its patented 

self/feature. Thus, the design’s constancy is a characteristic which makes this gown stand 

out of the circles of fashion and the fashion system. 
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Understanding the Delphos Gown’s Timelessness. 
 

Artists’ and philosophers’ interest in fashion, which sometimes was considered banal, is 

a characteristic of modernity as well as the dichotomy between the ancient and the 

modern.125 Regarding the construction of history, Walter Benjamin in his Theses on the 

Philosophy of History (1940) proposes the concept of Tigersprung or tiger’s leap 

illustrating how fashion functions: 

The French Revolution regarded itself as Rome reincarnate. It quoted ancient 

Rome as fashion quotes a past attire. Fashion has the scent of the modern 

wherever it stirs in the thicket of what has been. It is the tiger’s leap into the past. 

Yet this leap occurs in an arena commanded by the ruling class. The very same 

leap in the open air of history is the dialectical one which Marx has understood 

as the revolution.126 

This leap serves as a metaphor for Benjamin’s understanding of the relationship between 

modern and ancient exemplified within fashion. As these concepts are understood, they 

are not in opposition, on the contrary, they are merged and combined into the object of 

fashion: 

For Benjamin there exists no querelle between the ancient and the modern but a 

fusion of the archaic and modernity in the object, positively realized in fashion’s 

potential and negatively expressed in the “hell of commodities” that was part of 

nineteenth century Paris.127 

Thus, according to Ulrich Lehmann’s comprehension of Benjamin’s leap, these concepts 

come together as a quotation within fashion, that is, “fashion’s tiger’s leap quotes the past 

in order to establish absolute novelty”.128 The tiger’s leap implies a quotation of the past, 
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where the ruling class gives the commands. The same leap in the open air of history is the dialectical 
one, which is how Marx understood the revolution.” 
127 Lehmann, Tigersprung, 230. 
128 Ibid., 247. 
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history, in order for the new to be created. In this sense, the Delphos gown can be 

comprehended as a materialization of how fashion’s tiger’s leap functions, which also 

means that this garment is located and defined as or within fashion. The combination of 

modern and archaic is found and defines the Delphos gown, since as already examined 

during this chapter, the inspiration of the gown goes back to Greek antiquity whilst, at the 

same time, it embodies a new conception of garment presenting a novel silhouette for its 

contemporary time. Furthermore, the citation of the past needs to re-invent the old and 

not be a simple mimicry in order to achieve the new.129 The Delphos gown accomplishes 

this quotation going beyond the ordinary copy of the Greek chiton, being different in 

fabric – made of pleated silk – and as proof of its novelty the gown’s design and its 

characteristic pleating were patented.  

Furthermore, the Delphos gown as a quotation of the past can also be understood as the 

need or necessity to remain and not being dissolved in time as fashion changes every 

season. Subsequently, according to Benjamin, the objects of fashion, as the Delphos 

gown, while being contemporary, project and hold on the past challenging historicism.130 

In this sense, Lehmann goes further exploring Benjamin’s comprehension of history 

throughout fashion’s tiger’s leap, understanding that: 

Fashion thus constitutes an aesthetic rewriting of history. Therefore it also 

provides a fitting support for a dialectical philosophy of history, in which ideas 

and concepts are pursued, rather than a chronological following of events. Using 

a dialectical view, the historian can leap from one concept to a related one of 

another period without having to use intermediary stages.131  

Thus, the presence of both past and present, ancient and novelty, within the Delphos gown 

illustrates another way to look at history, understanding that it is not mandatory to 

recognise the gown as a progression of styles, but that it can refer to and quote a historical 

concept located not immediately ahead in this linear comprehension of history. Regarding 

the novelty that the Delphos gown represents, although others designers were adopting a 

similar silhouette as the Delphos gown, it was not generally accepted right away, therefore 

                                                           
129 Lehmann, Tigersprung, 165. 
130 Ulrich Lehmann, “Tigersprung: Fashioning History,” Fashion theory 3, no. 3 (1999): 301, accessed May 
10, 2017, doi: 10.2752/136270499779151379. 
131 Lehmann, “Tigersprung,” 301. 
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it can be understood as an anticipation or prediction. This includes the future, enclosing 

within the same gown different temporalities which confers the characteristic of 

timelessness to the Delphos gown. Still, Benjamin is aware of the triggering effect of 

fashion’s leap and the presence in garments of what it will come, not only in fashion, but 

also concerning the progress of society:  

Each season creates in its latest designs some secret signal flags of the things to 

come. Those who could understand them would learn in advance not only about 

new trends in art but also about new law books, wars, and revolution.132  

However, rather than continuing with Benjamin’s tiger’s leap and the new dialectical 

method of historiography, where the facet of the future is not that developed, I will now 

introduce Deleuze’s concept of crystal-image. This view will offer an area of 

identification between the crystal and the gown’s timelessness.  

Deleuze conceived the crystal-image following Bergson’s postulations about time in his 

study about cinema, Cinema 2: The Time-Image (1985). The crystal-image is understood 

as the point of indiscernibility where actual and virtual image split, one falling into the 

past preserving it and the other actualizing the present in which both converge.133 

Therefore, as time is seen in the crystal-image, it embodies the basic construction of time:  

…since the past is constituted not after, the present that it was but at the same 

time, time has to split itself in two at each moment as present and past, which 

differ from each other in nature, or, what amounts to the same thing, it has to split 

the present in two heterogeneous directions, one of which is launched towards 

the future while the other falls into the past.134  

Associating the Delphos gown with the crystal-image means defining the garment as a 

representation of time and establishing a parallelism between the gown and the crystal-

image would deepen the comprehension of the timelessness since, “[…] what we see in 

the crystal is time itself, a bit of time in the pure state”.135 Past, present and future are 

found in the crystal-image, as well as they converge in the Delphos gown. The present 

                                                           
132 Lehmann, Tigersprung, 249-251.  
133 Deleuze, Cinema 2, 81-82. 
134 Parr, Philosophical Dictionaries, 60-61.  
135 Deleuze, Cinema 2, 82.  
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time of the Delphos corresponds to the time of its creation, and as mentioned throughout 

the analysis, the past that is seen and preserved on the silhouette and pleats of the gown 

is coming from Classical inspiration in Greek antiquity. Being an actualization of the past 

while referring to history, or quoting history, using Benjamin’s leap, can signify 

becoming part of history through the remembrance of past times. Within the actualization 

of the past, the Delphos gown with the novelties of shape and pleating, announces the 

future, the shift and change in women’s fashion. Explaining again how past, present and 

future merge in the gown aims to clarify its function as crystal-image, since this is what 

justifies and demonstrates the quality of timelessness. What is seen is “(t)ime, but time 

which has already rolled up, rounded itself, at the same time as it was splitting”.136 

While placing the Delphos gown in its time and looking at the inspiration behind it, past 

and present features have been more developed. Thus, the future remains and needs to be 

more explored. The name of the gown can be directly related to the upcoming times, since 

in Delphi, there was one of the most famous oracles in Greek antiquity devoted to Apollo 

where future was presaged and announced, as indicated earlier. Then, this gown can be 

understood in a metaphorical sense as a prophecy, since the Delphos materializes a 

transformation in style that will be adopted. Besides the novelties in shape and pleating, 

the Delphos gown surpassed the aspect of the everlasting change within fashion which 

makes the gown part of the future due to its continuity on time. Surpassing the seasonal 

changes makes the gown always being in fashion and becoming a classical, timelessness, 

design. Putting it simply, the Delphos gown resembling past times while introducing 

novelty in its contemporary present offers the possibility of belonging to or fitting into 

any time in the future without losing any representative feature due to its timelessness. 

Perceiving the Delphos Gown Today 
 

This assumption can be sustained observing how the Delphos gown is perceived today, 

as today corresponds to the future of the gown. Nowadays, getting closer to the second 

decade of the 21th century, the Delphos gown which was created more than hundred years 

ago, stands as an historical garment. Bearing in mind that the production of the garment 

stopped in 1949 when Fortuny died, there is a certain amount of Delphos gowns, a limited 

                                                           
136 Deleuze, Cinema 2, 84. 
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number that is not going to increase, therefore they are unique pieces that belong to dress 

history. Taking this into account, museums are the main places where these gowns reside. 

As an example, the Delphos gown examined in this chapter belonged to Tonie 

Lewenhaupt, and she donated the garment to the Röhsska Museum where I could see and 

analyse it. There are more well-known museums around the world whose collections 

possess Delphos gowns such as, the Victorian & Albert Museum, the Metropolitan 

Museum of New York, The Kyoto Costume Institute or the Museo del Traje (The 

Garment Museum) of Madrid. It is worth mentioning that Delphos gowns were featured 

in last year’s spring exhibition of The Costume Institute of the MET called Manus x 

Machina: Fashion in an Age of Technology dedicated to the dichotomy between hand and 

machine made within fashion presenting a uniting space and questioning the cultural and 

symbolic meanings of these counterparts. The Delphos gowns were shown in the gallery 

“Plisé I” (Pleating), celebrating the unique and yet un-known technique that created their 

pleats.137 As mentioned in the introduction of the thesis, within dress history, this gown 

and its creators have been just briefly mentioned, if acknowledged at all. Therefore, the 

inclusion into one of the most known recent fashion exhibitions, places the Delphos gown 

within fashion and raises the awareness and importance of the gown. In addition, also last 

year, in Hallwylska Museet (Stockholm), there was a small temporary exhibition devoted 

to Mariano Fortuny and his multifaceted artistic persona. Hallwylska’s spaces resemble 

to the ones at Palazzo Fortuny with the rooms full of different and distinctive objects of 

art, hence becoming a perfect environment to hold an exhibition of his work.138 

The Delphos gown takes now the role of being the past, it represents the quotation of 

history that contemporary designers make in order to reach the new. In this regard, the 

characteristic pleating of the Delphos gown has been a recurrent inspirational feature. For 

instance, the aura of the Delphos’ pleats is present in Issey Miyake’s collection Pleats, 

Please (1989) and later launched as a separated clothing line by 1993.139 As the name 

                                                           
137 “Manus x Machina: Fashion in an Age of Technology. Exhibition Galleries,”  The MET Museum, 
accessed May 6, 2017, http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2016/manus-x-
machina/exhibition-galleries  
138 “Mariano Fortuny. Modeskapare och allkonstnär,” Hallwylska Museet, accessed May 23, 2017, 
http://hallwylskamuseet.se/sv/mariano-fortuny  
139 “PLEATS PLEASE ISSEY MIYAKE. Concept,” ISSEY MITAKE INC., accessed, May 6, 2017,  
http://www.isseymiyake.com/en/brands/pleats_please.html  

http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2016/manus-x-machina/exhibition-galleries
http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2016/manus-x-machina/exhibition-galleries
http://hallwylskamuseet.se/sv/mariano-fortuny
http://www.isseymiyake.com/en/brands/pleats_please.html
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leaves no place for doubt, every design of Miyake’s collection is committed to the 

pleating technique with an innovative technique and the introduction of synthetic 

fabrics.140 More recent and not only referring to the Delphos’s signature pleating, but to 

the whole textile and garment works of the Fortunys’ is the Valentino S/S 2016 Haute 

Couture collection. In fact, the Fortuny textile company, which still runs today in 

Giudecca, Venice, where it was founded by Mariano Fortuny in 1921, joined the 

designers Pierpaolo Piccioli and Maria Grazia Chiuri and the pattern fabrics used in the 

garments came from  this collaboration. They created a contemporary collection inspired 

by Fortuny and using actual Fortuny’s fabrics since the machines and method remained 

the same, and, also, some of the patterns.141 The repercussion of the collection is 

significant as it is described, referring to some of the significant wearers of the Delphos, 

such as Isadora Duncan, and, also, concepts about dance and the idea of freedom are 

presented which provides the perception of what it is known about Fortuny’s work and 

influences.142 

In addition to this facet as historical object and inspiration, which ditches the ephemerality 

of fashion once again, the Delphos gown is worn by its owners of today. Though, this is 

not really common, since, as mentioned before most of the Delphos belong to museums, 

however, actress Lauren Bacall in 1979 wore a short red Delphos gown for the Oscars 

ceremony and, in most current times, the supermodel Natalia Vodianova who owns at 

least two Delphos gowns, has worn them at red carpet events, one of them the MET Gala 

in 2008. In both contemporary events, the Delphos gown did not appear as an old-

fashioned dress or a garment from the past. On the contrary, the shining silk fitted gown 

still looked modern and fashionable. 

 

  

                                                           
140 Bonnie English, Japanese fashion designers: the work and influence of Issey Miyake, Yohji Yamamoto 
and Rei Kawakubo (New York: Berg Publishers, 2011), 10-11. 
141 Information provided by Laura Pappacoda at the Fortuny Showroom in Giudecca, Venice, visited in 
January, 2017. 
142 “Fortuny’s Spirit,” Tim Blanks, Bussiness of Fashion, January 28, 2016, accessed May 6, 2017, 
https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/fashion-show-review/fortunys-spirit-at-valentino  

https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/fashion-show-review/fortunys-spirit-at-valentino
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Chapter ii _ Wearing the Delphos Gown 
 

“Fashion is about bodies: it is produced, promoted and worn by bodies”.143 Joanne 

Enwistle’s words emphasize the importance of the fact that clothes are made to be worn 

since, in the study of dress, and specifically, in the study of garments this fact and the 

actual wearers can be disregarded and forgotten: “Studies of fashion and dress tend to 

separate dress from the body (…) And yet, dress in everyday life cannot be separated 

from the living, breathing, moving body it adorns”.144 

During the object-based analysis of the gown in the previous chapter, the wearers have 

already been mentioned and taken into account, including the sensory experience of one 

wearer and the remarks made in the patent of the gown referring to the wearers. However, 

as pointed out in the introduction, the wearers of the Delphos gown have been overlooked 

in other works due to a focus on the novelty and interconnections of Fortuny’s inventions 

rather than on their purpose and being worn. This creates an important gap to focus on. 

When mentioned, the wearers of the Delphos have been mostly reduced to a list of famous 

women and short remarks about them. Thus, being worn by these exceptional and 

progressive women is a fact that needs to be highlighted, with the purpose to obtain a 

deeper understanding of this particular gown and its role within its cultural context is the 

great relevance. 

According to this focus, I will analyse visual representations of the Delphos gown. In this 

analysis the wearers will play a central role, but they will not be the only focus since the 

representation of the gown is also a key to accomplish a comprehensive understanding of 

both garment and the act of wearing it. Throughout the visual representations one can 

identify signals and codes of what are the meanings behind wearing a specific garment. 

However, the way one wears a dress might not be the same as the way one poses with it, 

the representations are not innocent and they have intentions behind. Therefore, knowing, 

if possible, the purpose or circumstances of the picture will help determining in what 

sense the garment is worn. 

                                                           
143 Entwistle, The fashioned body, 1. 
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The real garment, the body (wearers) and their representations are connected. As stated 

earlier, this visual analysis is inspired and guided by the method used by Anne Hollander 

in Seeing Through Clothes characterized by the connection of the actual garments and 

their representations in her interpretations. The real gowns and their representations are 

related, even though the representations always aim for the ideal.145 In this sense, 

Hollander points out, how even the representation of the naked body is influenced by the 

shape of the clothed body: “It can be shown that the rendering of the nude in art usually 

derives from the current form in which the clothed figure is conceived”.146 This 

emphasizes the importance of the garments and their relationship with the bodies that 

inhabit them since the above signifies the embodiment of clothing in nudity.  

The notion of embodiment taken from Maurice Merleau-Ponty will be followed in the 

analysis on the visual representations. The French philosopher locates the body as centre 

of perception and being in the world:  

For us the body is much more than an instrument or a means; it is our expression 

in the world, the visible form of our intentions. Even our most secret affective 

movements, those the most deeply tied to the humoral infrastructure, helps to 

shape our perception of things.147  

Regarding women’s bodies, Merleau-Ponty has been criticized by feminist theorists for 

not addressing specificities of sex and gender within experience.148 However, as Linda 

Fisher points out, feminist theoretical development can still benefit from Merleau-Ponty’s 

phenomenology and raise awareness about the experiences and bodily perception through 

the female body, taking into account that Merleau-Ponty failed to understand the body as 

a gendered body.149 Consequently, the reading of Merleau-Ponty that will lead my 

analysis is done from a feminist standpoint, which finds an example in Iris Young’s 

texts.150 

                                                           
145 Hollander, Seeing Through Clothes, 349-350. 
146 Ibid., xii-xiii. 
147 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, “Merleau-Ponty’s prospectus of his work,” in Maurice Merleau-Ponty: Basic 
Writings, ed. Thomas Baldwin (London: Routledge, 2004), 36. 
148 Fisher and Embree, Feminist phenomenology, 4. 
149 Ibid., 36-37. 
150 Young, Throwing like a girl. 
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In Merleau Ponty’s comprehension, the body (one’s body) is an active agent in being in 

the world and perceiving it.151 Following this conception, Llewllyn Negrin points out:  

When we act in the world, we do not act just as bodies, but as clothed bodies, in 

which our attire becomes an integral part of our corporeal schema, influencing 

the ways in which we comport ourselves.152  

Subsequently, the approach of the analysis relates to the active feature given to the body, 

since the relationship between the gown and the body of the wearer can be understood as 

a second skin (clothed body), and the wearing, the action, is under study. Studying that 

aim to discover how wearing this gown can be understood as an empowerment statement 

and wearing the Delphos gown can be related to examples of early feminism. 

The first set of photograph that I will analyse are the ones taken by Fortuny, I aim to 

understand how he portrayed their creation and also focusing on the sitters’ attitude and 

how they are wearing the Delphos gown. Later, I will analyse and compare these images 

with another set of images taken by other photographers and a painting in which the 

women portrayed are wearing of the Delphos. The similarities and differences between 

these two categories will provide a more comprehensive understanding and interpretation 

of the gown under study, the wearers and the act of wearing it.  

  

                                                           
151 Rocamora and Smelik, Thinking through fashion, 120. 
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Portraying the Delphos Gown  
 

Henriette wearing a prototype of the Delphos gown, 1909. 

First of all, the analysed photograph is in black and 

white which will be the case with all the Fortuny’s 

photographs analysed. Consequently, the colour of 

the gowns portrayed in them cannot be identified or 

guessed. The woman who occupies the centre of 

this photograph is Henriette Fortuny, as it is 

specified in the inventory of the Archive were the 

albums are held.153 The persona of Henriette has 

already been introduced in this thesis as wife, work 

partner and considered the co-creator of the 

Delphos gown according to the records that were 

presented in the previous chapter. The background 

of this picture, a white sheet, makes this an example of a studio photograph, not a private 

caption, therefore she here takes the role of a model which further confirms her co-worker 

and co-creator status. In the picture, she is posing in a three-quarter position – meaning 

that her body is not facing the lens frontally, it creates a 45ºangle –. While not looking 

directly into the camera, she is touching her hair which is styled as an updo that evokes 

Greek hairstyles. She is wearing a dress that looks similar to the Delphos gown fitted on 

the waist by a belt and gloves that cover her arms until the edge of the dress’ sleeves. 

Combining the pleating of the gown, the draping on her shoulders and on her waist with 

her hairstyle and pose the reference to Greek antiquity becomes visible. Even though this 

is the inspiration behind the Delphos gown, as explored in the previous chapter; the fabric 

in this picture does not resemble the pleated one used for the Delphos gowns. As it can 

be seen on the photography, compared with my experience examining the gown, the 

fabric does not seem as fluid and flexible as the Delphos’ one. The detail of the belt 

enhances this observation, since the purpose of the belts as accessory for the Delphos 

                                                           
153 Inventory of Il Fondo Mariutti Fortuny, 1997, CONS.CAT. MSS.MARC. 0032, Biblioteca Nazionale 
Marciana, Venecia.  

Figure 11 
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gowns was more decorative than functional, regarding the one seen in the Palazzo 

Fortuny, for instance. In this image, the belt is emphasizing her waist as the gown is 

falling straight and is not fitted close to the body and not defining Henriette’s silhouette. 

In the Archive’s inventory, date and title confirm what the details commented above 

suggest: “Henriette wearing a prototype of the Delphos, 1909.” 

Though, Henriette is wearing just a prototype, the main characteristics of the Delphos are 

perceived. The fact that this picture is a studio photograph and the gown is a precedent of 

the Delphos gown suggests the way the Fortunys’ kept record of the progress and the 

process of their creation. In this recording both, Mariano and Henriette Fortuny, play an 

equally important role. It is an example of their joint work in the creation of the Delphos 

gown, given that according to the records that were presented in the previous chapter, 

Henriette can be considered a co-creator of the gown. Their joint experiences, she as the 

model and he as the photographer, combine and together they could examine/analyse how 

the dress works on the body of the wearer and how it is seen with the purpose of improving 

and reaching the desired result. A similar relationship was the one between Charles 

Frederick Worth, who is believed to be the first couturier, and his wife, Marie Vernet. In 

the nineteenth-century, it was not common to show the dresses in living models and 

Worth was one of the first designers to do it. His wife, who he met while she was working 

as a model, became his main mannequin and, after she had stopped modelling, she trained 

Worth’s models.154 The couple worked together promoting and projecting the vision of 

the House onto the models the vision of the House. Marie had an active role in her 

husband business, however, it is not known if her role as a model influenced his husband’s 

designs or creative process, in the way Henriette did. 

In addition, I want to point out the detail of the gloves in this caption. Gloves were a 

fashionable accessory for women to adorn an evening dress.155 An evening dress is “the 

prevailing style prescribed by fashion to be worn in the evening”,156 therefore it is the 

                                                           
154 Valerie Steele, ed., The Berg Companion to Fashion (Oxford: Berg, 2000), 297-298.  
155 Joanne Dubbs and Dorothy Hehl Torem, The art of fashion accessories: a twentieth century 
retrospective (Atglen, PA: Schiffer Pub, 1993), 29. Similar information in Susan J. Vincent, “Gloves in the 
Early Twentieth Century: An Accessory After the Fact,” J Des Hist 25, no.2 (2012): 190-205, accessed 
March 30, 2017, doi: 10.1093/jdh/eps003 .  
156 Evening Drees: “Simply put, evening dress is the prevailing style prescribed by fashion to be worn in 
the evening. Though straightforward in its basic definition, there are surprisingly complex expectations 
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appropriate dress to wear for public events such as dinners. Taking this into account, the 

gown which will be developed into the Delphos gown is here portrayed as an evening 

dress. Still, the Delphos gown is believed to have been created as a tea gown. A tea gown 

is as an interior gown which was created in the nineteenth century due to the increasing 

formalised etiquette of the period and, as its name explicitly informs, it was worn for the 

5 o’clock tea.157  

One does not go out to dine in a tea-gown except in the house of a member of 

one’s family or a most intimate friend. One would wear a tea-gown in one’s own 

house in receiving a guest to whose house one would wear a dinner dress.158 

This differentiation is relevant because the tea gown was reserved for home opposite to 

the evening gown. The detail of the gloves in the photograph could change the conception 

about the Delphos gown’s original purpose. The Fortunys’ might have had in mind the 

possibility of making the Delphos as an evening gown since the beginning, not only a 

gown restricted to the intimacy of  home, but a gown that could be worn in public. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
related to appropriateness of fashionable dress for evening. (…) an evening gown is a special form of 
dress that amplifies a woman’s femininity and often proclaims her desirability. Evening dress materialize 
as a category in the mid-1820s.” Definition extracted from Valerie Steele, Encyclopedia of clothing and 
fashion. Vol. 1, Academic dress to eyeglasses (Detroit, Mich.: Thomson Gale, 2005), 438-429. 
157 Tea-gown: “the tea gown is an interior gown that emerged in England and France in the 1870s at a 
time when increased urbanization affected social behaviour. The growing number of etiquette manuals 
and lady’s periodicals produced at this time contributed to the revival of teatime by the middle classes 
and to the adoption of a whimsical type of gown worn by hostesses in their homes at five o’clock tea. 
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of nineteenth-century dress and behavioural codes.” Definition extracted from Valerie Steele, 
Encyclopedia of clothing and fashion. Vol. 3, Occult dress to Zoran (Detroit, Mich.: Thomson Gale, 2005), 
271-272. 
158 Emily Post, Etiquette in Society, in Business, in Politics and at Home (New York: BARTLEBY.COM, 
1999), accessed March 30, 2017, http://www.bartleby.com/95/33.html , chap. XXXIII. 
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Model wearing a Delphos gown, ca. 1920. 

These two photographs from about 1920 will be analysed together since they correspond 

to the same sequence and show the entire gown, front and back. As the title states, the 

woman portrayed in these photographs wearing a Delphos gown is a model. The 

photographs are taken in an interior, as background there is a piece of printed textile that 

reminds me of the ones that decorate the walls at the Palazzo Fortuny which I saw at my 

visit and also in photographs. Hence, the location must be in the Palazzo, where the 

Fortunys’ lived and had their studio. 

The model faces the camera frontally and her hairstyle is similar to Henriette’s, as seen 

in the previous picture (Figure 12). When she turned backwards, both arms are hidden as 

if she was pretending she has none (Figure 13). Her head is tilted and her left leg is 

slightly bent, creating a sinuous pose that resembles an S. This kind of pose and the lack 

of arms connects to Classical sculpture, for instance, it reminds of the marble sculpture 

Aphrodite, known as the "Venus de Milo" ca. 100 BC.159 The model’s pose in the front 

picture is more static, with her right arm risen up, but the pose looks more up-to date 

touching her neck instead of her hair. With these different poses, different perspectives 

of the gown can be examined and it can be observed how the gown adapts to various 

                                                           
159 “Aphrodite, known as the ‘Venus de Milo,’” Louvre Museum, accessed March 30, 2017, 
http://www.louvre.fr/en/oeuvre-notices/aphrodite-known-venus-de-milo . 

Figure 12 Figure 13 

http://www.louvre.fr/en/oeuvre-notices/aphrodite-known-venus-de-milo
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positions and lighting. For example, in the backwards photograph, there is more contrast 

between light and shadow on the gown and it can be distinguished how the gown follows 

the body of the model in her posture.  

The focus of these photographs is the portrayal of the Delphos gown. There are no 

accessories that distract the viewer from the main character in the pictures that is not the 

model, but the gown that she is wearing and how it fits her body. Although, the 

photographs are in black and white, we can perceive how the light reflects on the gown 

and how the light changes the intensity of the colour is perceived. The changing colour 

of the Delphos was a detail highlighted in the previous chapter, as well as the thinness of 

the fabric even pleated. This last detail could result in some kind of transparency while 

wearing the dress associating once again the Delphos gown with the resemblance to 

Classical sculpture in which the representation of drapery “covered but showed off the 

body”.160 This shows how the Delphos gown relates to a state of semi-dressing or 

undressing that connects with its function as tea-gown mentioned before. It is noticeable 

that there are no modifications on the body of the model allowing the gown to stick to her 

figure. This revealing characteristic makes the gown, which is worn without corset and 

shows the unmodified silhouette of a woman, more adequate for the intimacy of one’s 

home at the time. However, in the description of evening gown one of the characteristics 

of this type of gown is to “amplify a woman’s femininity”.161 The fact that this gown was 

a tea-gown signifies that it was kept for the more private sphere of social life meaning 

that the unmodified body of women was not considered feminine enough or a sign of 

femininity. This detail infers the understanding of the beauty ideal and canon of the era, 

as explored in the cultural analysis before, the dominating shape of women’s fashion was 

changing. Therefore, when some women wore the Delphos gown as an evening gown, 

they were defying the etiquette and embracing a new shape and ideal. This point will be 

further developed later when analysing the photographs of actual wearers.  

Regarding the revealing effect of the gown, it is worth mentioning that there are a lot of 

photographs in which the Delphos is accompanied by surcoats, tunics or vests creating a 

veil between the gown – the body – and the exterior. Thus, these accessories are not only 
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decorative, but they also cover more the wearers’ bodies and make the gown more modest 

and acceptable. The relation between these accessories and the awareness of being 

exposed has been mentioned before concerning the sensory experience of the actual 

wearer. 

Model with a Knossos scarf, 1909 & Henriette wearing Kundry’s costume, undated. 

I will analyse this two photographs together, even though they do not belong to the same 

sequence and neither is the same sitter portrayed, still both shown the same type of 

Delphos gown that is a gown with the additional detail of waves to the pleated fabric, and 

in both versions the gown is complemented with accessories. These accessories are a 

Knossos scarf in one and a kind of long vest and a Knossos scarf too, in the other one. 

The Knossos scarf was the first textile creation of the Fortunys’ in which their novel 

printing technique was developed, as well as it was an inspiration for another creations 

made with printed silk, such as jackets, surcoats, capes or the vest seen in the second 

photograph.162 As mentioned before, the Knossos and the Delphos shared the inspiration 

from ancient Greece and they share the freedom of being worn as the wearer chose, thus 

becoming a perfect tandem.  

                                                           
162 de Osma, Mariano Fortuny, 130-131. 
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Although both Delphos gowns are similar, there is a visible differentiation in the 

adjustment of the garment. In the first picture, the shoulders of the model are left 

uncovered and the gown’s adjustment creates a frill on the neckline giving a special touch 

while the model is looking back at the camera and wrapped in the Knossos (Figure 14). 

In the other one, with Henriette as sitter, the Delphos gown is more a loose-fitting with 

more volume than usual on the upper part of the body, created with the help of a belt. 

Henriette’s accessories are a long printed vest and a Knossos scarf (Figure 15). The vest 

is tied at the belt, around her waist, whilst she holds the Knossos above her head. The 

poses suggest movement which contrasts with the poses in the previously analysed 

photographs which were more static. The model is wrapping the shawl around her, and 

Henriette’s pose seems a bit theatrical, she appears to be hiding herself under the Knossos 

and showing it at the same time.  

Henriette wearing Kundry’s costume is the title of the second photograph which clarifies 

that she is wearing a costume for the role of Kundry, who is the female main character of 

Richard Wagner’s opera Parsifal. This shows the connection not only with theatre, which 

was a field in which Fortuny worked and was involved mostly regarding lighting matters, 

but also with Wagner and his understanding of art. Hence, the gown and accessories also 

have the purpose of being worn on stage and being part of a theatrical composition. 

Regarding Wagner’s view of his oeuvres as Gesamtkunstwerk or ‘total works of art,’ 

every aspect of the opera, every detail, helps to create the final and complete work of art. 

Bearing this in mind, the costume is thought to belong to the gesamtkunstwerk experience 

and, therefore, to become a work of art. As seen in the previous chapter, the Delphos 

gown can be considered a piece of art in itself and functioning as a costume would 

heighten its status. Related to Wagnerism is also the concept of leitmotiv (leitmotif) which 

is “the audible cue that resurfaces whenever the listener is meant to recall a reoccurring 

theme or character.”163 This was transferred from music to literature where certain words 

evoke feelings or themes.164 As mentioned before, the Delphos gown in the series of 

Proust’s novels In Search of Lost Time functions as a leitmotiv, as a reminder of his lover, 

Albertine, and Venice and the desire for both of them, Albertine and Venice.165 This 

                                                           
163 Smith, “Reviving Fortuny's Phantasmagorias,” 30. 
164 Ibid. 29-33, and de Osma, Mariano Fortuny, 217. 
165 Smith, “Reviving Fortuny's Phantasmagorias,” 106, 122, and de Osma, Mariano Fortuny, 217- 224. 
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abstract quotation that Proust makes through the Delphos in his novels can translate into 

the gown itself. The Delphos gown evokes with every single pleat of its fabric its classical 

inspiration. Finding its own leitmotiv in the continuous reference to Greek antiquity and 

the quotation so the past.  

The Delphos gown dwells in an in-between position visible in the range of functions and 

purposes distinguished in the images studied throughout this first part of the visual 

analysis. The Delphos gown is not a static dress, this gown could be used as the wearer 

preferred whether it was as a tea-gown, an evening dress or a costume. The choice of 

where and when to wear the Delphos was a choice made by its wearers, as well as the 

final adjustment of the gown as formulated in the patent. The fluidity that was found in 

the fabric in the object-based analysis is translated into another level by offering the 

wearers such a wide range of options. The multiple choices that the wearers can pick from 

are reflected in the infinite pleats of the gown. The Delphos gown’s characteristics 

translate metaphorically from the material to its functional aspect. 

 

Being Dressed in the Delphos Gown 
 

In this part of the visual analysis the focus moves onto the wearers of the Delphos. I am 

aware that Henriette Fortuny belongs also to this category as she wore the Delphos in her 

everyday life, but I chose to mainly highlight her role in the process of the creation of the 

Delphos gown.  

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the relation between the wearers and the 

act of wearing the Delphos gown raise a gender aspect in my study, since I want to find 

out if the act of wearing this gown can be understood as a statement and a sign of early 

feminism.  

Concerning the understanding of wearing the Delphos gown it is worth to assume 

Merleau-Ponty’s theory of perception which locates the body at the center and as an active 

agent.166 The body needs to be seen as a clothed body, subsequently, wearing the gown 

implies the embodiment of the meanings attached to it. As shown at the end of the 
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previous section, the material characteristics and the understanding of the gown as an 

object can be linked to the act of wearing, parallels can be found between these aiming to 

a complete comprehension that will lead to further conclusions. 

Catching the Colour of the Delphos Gown 
 

This first photograph, Mrs. Selma Schubart 

(ca.1907), is the only one in colour and is believed 

to be one of the earliest representations of the 

Delphos gown.167 The photograph was taken in an 

outside setting which can be identified as a park 

during autumn. The season is obvious through the 

fallen leaves laying on the ground and, also, 

because the sitter is wearing a cardigan matching 

with her Delphos gown. Her hairstyle is similar to 

the ones seen in the previous pictures, though it is 

more significant how the Delphos gown is styled. 

The gown is embellished with a belt which has a 

flower adornment on it. Together, setting and 

outfit, offer great deal of information in the sense of how the gown is worn, its function. 

First of all, she is not portrayed in the intimacy of her home, as the use of the Delphos 

gown as tea-gown would require, since it was supposed to be the main usage due to the 

material characteristics and the etiquette of the epoch. Hence, the conception of the 

Delphos gown as a tea-gown is disregarded, here, it is clearly worn outside in the public 

life of the city. Moreover, even though her belt is ornamented, the sense of evening gown 

is also almost lost, since she is wearing a cardigan which is a more casual piece of 

clothing. As de Osma points out, women on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, 

American women, were less constricted by the rigid etiquette imposed in Europe and they 

could wear the Delphos without attending a strict set of social dressing norms.168 In fact, 

the woman in this image was presumably American with German roots, as her brother 

Alfred Stieglitz. Thus, she embraces both upbringings the more rigid European and the 
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more flexible American. However, the early date of the photograph and its public use and 

representation cannot be diminished and should be highlighted. 

As briefly mentioned above, the woman portrayed is the youngest sister of the 

photographer Alfred Stieglitz who, on one hand, is believed to be the author of the 

caption. However, on the other hand, Edward Steichen could be also the author since a 

similar plate was donated by his widow.169 Either way, the picture was taken by a 

contemporary well-known photographer or fashion photographer. This detail is important 

because it addresses the social circle or society domain where this gown was known and 

worn. According, not only to this photograph, but to the rest of them as well, the Delphos 

gown was worn by women who participated in or belonged to the cultural elite of the era. 

Regarding the social position of the wearers of the 

Delphos, this photograph can be related to the portrait 

painted by Joaquín Sorolla of his daughter, Elena 

vestida con túnica amarilla (Elena wearing a yellow 

tunic)(1909), in which she is wearing a yellowish 

Delphos gown which appears to be similar in colour 

to the previous one.. 

There are more similarities between this portrait and 

the previous image, both models are sitting and their 

hairstyles are alike. As Elena is sitting, the gown 

folds and the fluidity of the garment can be perceived. 

Because of her seated pose, Sorolla succeeds in the representation of the characteristic 

changing colour of the Delphos since he is an expert in catching the light on the canvas. 

In the photograph, though, the colour is subdued, it is not as bright as in the painting, 

maybe because the technical aspects of colour photography were still developing. The 

technique for the photograph was autochrome which was the most popular method for 

colour photography from 1907 until 1935.170  

                                                           
169 “Mrs. Selma Schubart,” The MET Museum, accessed February 8, 2017, 
http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/269800  
170 Mary Warner Marien, Photography: A Cultural History, 3rd ed. (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson 
Prentice Hall, 2011), 168. 

Figure 17 
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Dancing with the Delphos Gown 

 

The centre of this picture shows Isadora 

Duncan. The pairing between being a wearer of 

the Delphos gown and being part of the cultural 

sphere of the time is embraced in her persona 

and her closest pupils, the Isadorables. One of 

them, Irma, accompanies her in the picture. 

Isadora Duncan (1877-1927) was an American 

dancer considered “The Mother of Modern 

Dance” who lived most of her life abroad, in 

Europe, developing her art, her new vision and 

approach to dance. Greek Antiquity was for 

Isadora Duncan the source of inspiration when 

searching the ‘true dance’ which for her was 

“natural movement motivated by emotion”.171 

Duncan’s innovation within the field of dance was that her movements did not try to copy 

poses, but instead the inspiration for the movement came from nature, such as the ocean’s 

waves or the trees.172 Furthermore, the influence of François Delsarte’s theories guided 

her towards the great importance given to the solar plexus in expressive movement, which 

change the posture’s emphasis from the common ballet posture of the top-of-the-hip.173 

The costumes used to perform must have materialized Duncan’s new understanding and 

practice of dance. The costumes that shared the classical inspiration of the Delphos gown, 

needed to adapt to the specific requirements of the movements, therefore they usually 

were “shorter, simpler, often double layered and often with cords around the bodice”.174  

Even though, as seen during the object-based study, the Delphos gown is flexible and 

allows movement, its length may not have been appropriate for dancing freely. However, 

                                                           
171 Isadora Duncan, My life (New York: Boni and Liveright, 1927), 3. Same idea also presented in Cynthia 
Splatt, Life into art: Isadora Duncan and her world (New York: W.W. Norton, 1993), 16. 
172 Duncan, My life, 31 and Splatt, Life into art, 31-32. 
173 Splatt, Life into art, 29-30, 35. 
174 Kathleen Quinlan, ed., Anna Duncan: in the footsteps of Isadora / Anna Duncan: i Isadoras fotspår 
(Stockholm: Dansmuseet, 1995), 86.  
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there are photographs of the Isadorables 

wearing Delphos gowns in dancing poses, as the 

one on the right (Figure 19), thus they might 

have used it as costume at some point. 

Regarding the first picture shown, this does not 

illustrates the dancer aspect of Isadora Duncan 

and the Isadorables, on the contrary, it is a 

private picture. The use of the Delphos as 

costume can be easily understood and connected with Duncan’s new dance method, 

however wearing the Delphos gown off-stage for a public event, as this photograph 

presents, is an important evidence that provides more information about Duncan’s and 

her followers’ ideals and how the Delphos gown was understood and used.  

The photograph is a portrait from Isadora Duncan’s wedding with Sergei Essenin in 1922. 

Irma, the Isadorable who accompanies the couple, is wearing a two-piece Delphos gown 

and Isadora a similar loose-fitting gown. The purpose of the portrait is to preserve a 

memory of an important event, as marriage is. For this event they have chosen garments 

that translate their ideals about dance performance into everyday life and life events. 

Regarding this decision, it can be understood that the new concept of dance that Isadora 

established was more that only a new conception of dance, it was a way of life, a 

philosophy, subsequently it also needed to be reflected on the garments that she and her 

followers wore off-stage in their public life, as this picture demonstrates. The extension 

of her dance ideals into her life is confirmed by her biographies and also, related to her 

choice of clothing she is regarded as a “pioneering feminist”.175 It can seem simplistic to 

define her as feminist only for ditching the corset and embracing loose-fitted garments 

and sandals, that is, her costume as everyday clothing. Isadora Duncan is also known as 

Poiret’s costumer who, as mentioned before, claimed to be the one who liberated women 

from the corset. This pairing is also significant as it shows how Duncan, though she was 

inspired by the past, specifically Greek culture, was a woman of her time.176 She was a 

modern woman who also participated in the fashions of the moment. Her choice of 
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wearing clothes that change the shape of the body over the etiquette of the moment was 

related as said before to her ideals. Getting rid of the corset which constraint women’s 

movements was started in her dancing and transferred to daily life. As the following text 

shows, Isadora’s understanding of dance is embodied by the dancer, women’s bodies 

which will develop and find their new and true self in nature:  

But the dance of the future will have to become again a high religious art as it 

was with the Greeks. For art which is not religious is not art, is mere merchandise. 

The dancer of the future will be one whose body and soul have grown so 

harmoniously together that the natural language of that soul will have become 

movement of the body. The dancer will not belong to a nation but to all humanity. 

[…] She will realize the mission of woman’s body and the holiness of all its parts. 

[…] She will help womankind to a new knowledge of the possible strength and 

beauty of their bodies to the earth, nature and to the children of the future.177  

The embodiment of these ideals in one’s body can be reflected in the garments since 

bodies are clothed-bodies as mentioned at the beginning of the chapter. Isadora’s dance 

reform goes beyond dance and her comprehension of the body is directly related to 

women. The fact that her closest followers, who first were her pupils, were women, the 

Isadorables,178 and they were travelling around the world pursuing their career and 

passion and a new way of life far away from their families and without a husband, until 

they decided to get married, can be interpreted also as feminist. Isadora Duncan was 

surrounded by these strong women pursuing their careers in the art world. With her 

example the Delphos gown is starting to connect with feminism in a straight-forward way.  

 

 

 

                                                           
177 Quinlan, Anna Duncan, 33. 
178 The Isadorables were six pupils, Anna, Theresa, Irma, Lisa, Gretel (Margot) and Erika, from Isadora 
Duncan’s school in Germany who started to perform as a group and have more responsibilities within 
the school and more importance in the performances as they were getting old developing their careers 
following the path of Duncan’s philosophy and dance reform ideas. Their first performance as solo group 
was in December 1914 in New York’s Carnegie Hall. Information extracted from Quinlan, Anna Duncan, 
29-55. 
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Endorsing the Delphos Gown 

 

The woman portrayed in this photograph 

is the American actress Lillian Gish 

(1893-1993), star of silent film and also 

theatre actress. When this picture was 

taken, around 1930, she was already a 

well-known actress who worked with the 

father of modern cinema and pioneer of 

narrative cinematographic techniques, 

D.W. Griffith (1875-1948), in movies 

such as The Birth of a Nation (1915), 

Intolerance (1916) and The Greatest 

Thing in Life (1918), where she is also 

acknowledged in the script credits for the 

story alongside D.W. Griffith and Stanner 

E.V. Taylor.  

Lillian Gish is portrayed by her friend and photographer Nell Door (1893-1988) who had 

taken several pictures of Gish and more famous people, but she is more known for her 

photographs of mothers and their children.179 Gish is captured adjusting her long sleeved 

Delphos gown. The image does not look posed, she is casually finishing the fitting of her 

dress. However the arrangement of the background seems convenient for such a casual 

image, even the light is opportunely coming through the window next to her and her figure 

is framed by a folding screen. Thus, the picture is perfectly arranged and the pose was 

intentionally made casual and as natural as possible. 

As stated before, Fortuny’s introduction into the textile and garment, fashion, field was 

made by the Knossos shawls and followed by the Delphos gowns. The promotion of these 

creations along with his printed fabrics was carried out through various cultural events in 

                                                           
179 Multiple references of their friendship and correspondence over the years in Stuart Oderman, Lilllian 
Gish: a life on stage and screen (Jefferson NC: MsFarland&Co, 2000). More portraits taken by Nell Dorr 
found in the collection of The Amon Carter Museum of American Art: 
http://www.cartermuseum.org/collection/highlights/photographs/about  

Figure 20 
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different cities, from an early showroom for the department store Hohenzollern-

Kunstgewerbehaus in Berlin in 1907 where the dancer Ruth St Denis made a 

demonstration with the Knossos scarves, to the participation in an exhibition at the Musée 

des Art Decoratifs in Paris in 1911.180 One of the first appearances of the Delphos gown 

and the textile work of Fortuny in the United States was in an exhibition in New York in 

1914. Not only events, but also written references helped in the promotion. Fortuny and 

his creations were featured in Vogue in 1912 and taken as an example to illustrate a book 

titled What to Wear. A Book for Women, which indorsed ideas about dress close to the 

Aesthetic Movement and dress reformists aiming for a dress above fashion and change.181  

The commercialization of the garments was linked to the commercialization of the printed 

fabrics and both increased after the First World War when they were sold in Paris, 

London, Milan, Madrid, Zurich and also New York.182 Despite the development of the 

textile sphere, due to the establishment of the Giudecca Factory and the change of the 

main material to print on to cotton,183 Mariano Fortuny continued with his works in 

theatre, focus on lightning and scenography, around Europe while Henriette stayed 

responsible of the workshop in Palazzo Orfei, where the Delphos gowns were made. She 

also established connections and maintained costumers as her correspondence with 

actress Eleonora Duse demonstrated.184 Therefore, the Fortunys’ kept connected with the 

European cultural elite of the moment and the costumers and wearers of the Delphos 

gown belonged to the cultural circle which also included high society women, as Princess 

Murat or Duchesse de Gramont. Taking this into account and the women portrayed in the 

previously analysed photographs is confirmed that the wearers of the Delphos gown 

belonged to a cultural elite and were modern women of their time. Among these women, 

actresses, like the main character of the photograph above (Figure 20), Lillian Gish, or 

Elenora Duse, and dancers as Isadora Duncan or Ruth St Denis played a relevant role in 

the promotion and visibility of the Delphos gown.  
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Since the 20th century, being an actress had a renewed status leaving behind the social 

and religious stigma of previous times, when the profession was compared to 

prostitution.185 This change about the conception of actresses is generally related to the 

urbanization of the cities and the growth of mass entertainment and consumption. 

However, the transformation of theatre itself and theatre audiences which were 

increasingly including more female spectators into what it had been a male-dominated 

space, influenced the perception of actresses as stars.186 In the words of the historian 

Susan Glenn, “the growing phenomenon of the female star went hand in hand with the 

rise in female spectatorship”.187 The role of the actresses is relevant in modern times, as 

well as the dancers’ one seen in the previous picture. Also, both professions are linked 

since in both women are performers and women occupy a public role. From the stage, 

these women showed to the audience, specifically to women, “through their ever-

changing wardrobes that experimenting with new looks was both fun and liberating.”188 

The importance of performers’ wardrobes is associated to certain looks or accessories 

becoming popular. They were the reason behind the transfer of looks from the stage to 

the streets, for instance, British actress Marie Tempest (1864 – 1942) was considered to 

have an astonishing influence on fashion by critics because she took a special and 

personal care in her dressing.189 Actresses were aware of their influence and the 

importance that putting an effort into their appearance, wardrobes, could have for 

standing out. “Simultaneously acting and acted upon, the fashionably dressed actress 

becomes an actress both in and through the clothes she wears”.190 However, not only 

actresses, but also couturiers realized how beneficial it could be to have their garments 

on stage as promotion of their new designs.191 Couturiers understood the role that these 

performers played as fashion arbiters - what today would be considered as trendsetters or 

influencers - and they started to work together making partnerships.192 One of the first 

couturiers that perceived and realized the potential of the stage and actresses as 
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promotional or marketing strategy was the British designer Lucile (1863-1935), also 

known as Mrs. James Wallace, who engaged with different actresses such as Mary Moore, 

Lily Elsie, Gertie Millar and Irene Vanbrugh.193 The former, also British actress, Mary 

Moore, stands out as an example of the embodiment of this new and reciprocally 

beneficial relationship between couturiers and actresses. In Moore’s particular case, as 

Christopher Breward points out, the productions and places where these were held along 

with the wealthier audience attending allowed her and her costumes to be more high 

fashion and experimental.194 Subsequently, the stage became an alternative showroom 

while actresses were also provided with garments to wear for their private life and public 

events. Actresses became fashion leaders and they are also believed to be the first 

celebrities.195 These stated partnerships were early examples that show the start of the 

connection between fashion and the so-called ‘Celebrity Culture,’ which is thought to 

first appear in the late eighteenth century as a consequence of the changes in Western 

society of that period, the modern era following the French Revolution, the Industrial 

Revolution and the urbanization of life.196 The previous examples constitute the 

beginning of a set of practices that interconnects stars or celebrities with fashion which 

have being developed further being a common and recognizable practice within the whole 

spectre of fashion nowadays. As celebrities invaded fashion magazines, they started to 

act as ambassadors for brands and products – celebrity endorsement. –197 Regarding 

cinema as part of this celebrity culture, fashion and how actresses dressed in and outside 

the screen were evidently promoted and scrutinized by the media and the audience from 

the beginning.198 In this sense, as a Hollywood star, Lillian Gish is embedded in the 

relationship that involved fashion and celebrities. The fact that she is wearing the Delphos 

gown involves that the gown was going to be seen and promoted in an indirect way 

assimilating the visibility that was conferred by her status as a star actress.  
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Actresses or performers, thus, acquired the role of fashion arbiters or influencers from the 

stage or the screen, and also the magazines. However, their influence within fashion and 

their choices of dress might have deeper implications. The stage or screen and their 

portrayed characters provided them with a tool for playing at a level where they were not 

so constrained to the etiquette of the times and due to this position they could embrace 

new and more daring garments. In this context, the Delphos gown is understood as a bold 

choice which allowed these women to embrace the new conception of fashionable body 

that the Fortunys’ proposed with this garment and it was becoming more common since, 

as mentioned before in the thesis, more designers were approaching a less modified 

silhouette and disregarding the corset, drawing inspiration on Greek antiquity. 

Concerning Lillian Gish’s persona and individuality, there are a few remarks that can 

show that she was more than just any other actress of the moment. As already introduced 

she was credited as a writer in one film and even more she was the director of a film 

starred by her sister which aimed to be an all-women film called Remodelling her 

Husband (1920). She was not the first female cinema director, but this shows how 

involved in the world of cinema she was and how she was developing her career. In 

addition, Lillian Gish wrote about her own conception of actors in cinema which presents 

her as a film theorist to be considered as Annie Berke points out in her article “‘Never 

Let the Camera Catch me Acting’: Lillian Gish as Actress, Star, and Theorist”.199 Lillian 

Gish as well as Isadora Duncan, considered above, were performers and also theorists in 

their own field. They were women that displayed themselves and their ideas. Women that 

used their bodies to perform and through their performances their ideology was shown. 

Therefore, the garments that they chose cannot be taken as minor choices. 

Accordingly, these examples demonstrate how female performers provided other women 

with a new perspective about how to present and fashion themselves according to who 

you want to be, reflecting one’s individuality:200 “(F)emale performers convincingly 

demonstrated how women might use commodities as a form of personal and political 
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expression”.201 Furthermore, as Marlis Schweitzer, states “As professional, working 

women, they proved that it was not only possible for women to make a place for 

themselves in the male dominated business world, but that they could do so with grace 

and style”.202 Their influence was beyond fashion and garments, which relates with to 

words of Elizabeth Wilson: 

Fashion is one among many forms of aesthetic creativity which makes possible 

the exploration of alternatives. For after all, fashion is more than a game; it is an 

art form and symbolic social system.203 

 

Embodying the Delphos Gown 
 

The examples I have given of Delphos’ wearers illustrate the kind of women that knew 

this gown and dared to embrace the novelties that it offered. These women belonged to 

an elite and were advanced and modern, adjectives which are related to the gown itself. 

Furthermore, according to the description of the Greek chiton, which inspired the Delphos 

gown, luxury and high status were associated with this antique garment and, as 

appreciated, similar connotations are transferred to the Delphos gown and, also, to its 

wearers.204 As mentioned before, the connections between the garment, its meanings and 

values and the wearers may be understood under the umbrella of phenomenology and 

Merleau-Ponty’s concept of embodiment with a feminist perspective. 

The act of wearing the Delphos gown may be seen as an embodiment of the gown and 

the meanings that develop from it. As Iris Young states: “Meanings subsists not only in 

signs and symbols, but also in the movement and consequences of action; experience 

carries the connotation of context and action”.205 In this regard, it can be understood that 

“meaning is not outside culture and history, but meaning is produced through the 

embodied actions of consciousness in the world”.206 Following this comprehension, in 
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204 James and Dillon, A companion to women in the ancient world, 182. 
205 Young, Throwing like a girl, 13.  
206 Fisher and Embree, Feminist phenomenology, 50. 
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my final remarks, I will propose an association between the meanings and values attached 

to the garment to enlighten a deeper understanding for the act of wearing it and its 

wearers. 

One of the features that have been repeated throughout the thesis is the novelty of the 

silhouette linked to the abandonment of the corset. Even though the Delphos gown gets 

fitted to the body of its wearers, as observed in the photographs, delineating their 

silhouette as sculptures, the gown’s fabric and pleating expand and do not constrain the 

body of the women. On the contrary, this flexibility allows freedom of movement. As 

pointed out before, the Delphos gown’s pleated silk is light and sheer, hence, the close 

fitting increases the awareness of the wearers’ bodies and the relation between them and 

their surroundings in terms of perceiving and being perceived. Details that were also 

highlighted in accounts of the sensory experience of the wearer. Subsequently, in order 

to wear the Delphos gown, one needed to be confident in showing oneself to the world, 

embracing one’s figure and the liberty of movement that the garment permitted. 

Accordingly, as observed in the pictures and read in the patent of the garment, not only 

did the wearers have the freedom of adjusting the gown as they please, but they had the 

freedom of choosing when and where they want to wear the Delphos gown, as an evening 

gown, costume, tea-gown, and so on. The wearers were given the opportunity to choose 

how to wear this gown in every aspect of it. The Delphos gown embraces again the 

independent characteristic given by its placing in an in-between position, in and outside 

fashion, and the wearers participate in this independency being in power and making the 

final decision about the act of wearing the gown.  

The Delphos gown provided them with the freedom of choice. These women chose how, 

when, why and where to wear the gown, they had the control over the gown and their 

bodies. This independency in the simple act of wearing a gown will be translated to and 

it is announcing how women were gaining awareness and control over their bodies and 

decisions, being liberated not only from the corset but from the constraints of society, 

fighting for the right to vote, for example.207 

                                                           
207 This feminist awareness connects with the Delphos gown because it collides in time. However, these 
first feminist attempts primarily were not well-organized and diverse, the so called first-wave feminism, 
signified more than just the achievement of suffrage right, which women acquired in most of Western 
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Embracing the Delphos gown and the independence that it represents, signifies, the 

embodiment of that freedom as women. Therefore the Delphos gown can be / is 

understood as a medium of liberating and empowering women. Taking into account the 

feminist stand proposed by Judith Butler while approaching Merleau-Ponty’s 

phenomenology:  

If the ground of gender identity is the stylized repetition of acts through time, and 

not a seemingly seamless identity, then the possibilities of gender transformation 

are to be found in the arbitrary relation between such acts, in the possibility of a 

different sort of repeating, in the breaking or subversive repetition of that style.208  

Therefore, due to its performative characteristic gender finds the possibility of 

challenging the establishment.209 In this performative sense of understanding the social 

construction of gender, plays in the fact that some of the Delphos’ wearers belonged to 

the arts of performance, such as theatre, dance or cinema, where the acting offers a more 

open range of possibilities enacting one’s gender. However, they were captured and 

portrayed wearing the Delphos outside their performer’s environment where social 

conventions controlled more the doing of one’s gender.210 Therefore, they embraced the 

less strict codes that, by belonging to this cultural field, were allowed for them, in order 

to adopt this liberating garment. As theatre professor Jill Dollan states, “theatre can move 

us toward understanding the possibility of something better, can train our imaginations, 

inspire our dreams and fuel our desires in ways that might lead to incremental cultural 

change”.211 Thus, regarding their position as known women, their wardrobe choices were 

shown and known by the public, being an inspiration for other women, and not just a style 

inspiration, but examples of empowerment, personifying new ideals and values for 

women. 

                                                           
countries in the first decades of the 20th century. They lead their efforts towards changing women’s 
consideration and perception within the historical and patriarchal roles of society, starting the liberation 
of women. Information obtained from Abrams, The Making of Modern Woman, 265. 
208 Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution,” 520. 
209 Ibid., 520. 
210 Ibid., 527. 
211 Jill Dolan, “Performance, Utopia, and the ‘Utopian Performative,’” Theatre Journal 53, no. 3 (2001): 
460, accessed April 25, 2017, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25068953 . 
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Concerning the Delphos gown defined in its timelessness and the identification with the 

wearers, these women will become timelessness as well, and following Deleuze’s crystal-

image identification, they will embrace past, present and future. In effect, they 

represented their contemporary time, as the present, and, their bodies resembled the 

sculptures of Greek antiquity that remained part of history and art; whilst, at the same 

time, embracing the novelties of these gown they also announced the new perception, 

role, and emancipation of women that would develop in the future. 
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Conclusion 
 

The focus of this project has been the Delphos gown and its significance in relation to its 

wearers. The analysis has combined the study of the garment from a variety of sources 

and visual representations in which the gown was worn aiming to answer the research 

questions and to dismiss or sustain the hypothesis proposed at the beginning of this thesis. 

The first main purpose was the understanding of the Delphos gown and the meanings that 

were enclosed in its pleats. The object-based analysis of an actual Delphos gown was 

supported with more related material, from the patent to the experience account from a 

former wearer, including an overview of the cultural context. The analysis of these 

materials revealed the Delphos gown as a historical garment with a deep inspiration from 

Greek antiquity, referring directly to an ancient Greek gown, the chiton, and a sculpture, 

the Delphi Charioteer.  

While unfolding the meanings of the Delphos gown, the association with the Aesthetic 

movement and the constancy of its design throughout almost 40 years, leaves behind the 

ephemerality of fashion, relating the gown to art and locating the Delphos in an in-

between place within these fields, since its silhouette announces a change in style that 

was also found in contemporary designers, such as Paul Poiret or Madeleine Vionnet. The 

analysis also led forward to Walter Benjamin’s concept of tiger’s leap concerning fashion. 

This postulate which states the necessity to quote the past in order to create the new has 

been linked directly with the Delphos gown. Besides, its remembrance of the past and its 

present novelty, also enclosed in the gown is the future. Regarding the temporality of the 

Delphos gown another parallel has been established to the Deleuzian concept of crystal-

image, concluding that the presence of past, present and future within the Delphos gown 

implies the timelessness of this garment. 

The second main aim was achieved through an analysis of visual representations of the 

Delphos gown and its wearers. First, I focused on how it was portrayed by Fortuny in 

order to further understand the gown itself, before going into exploring the relationship 

with its wearers and developing the comprehension of this relationship. From this first set 

of pictures, the characteristic of independency and freedom was developing further due 

to not conveying to the etiquette of its time and that the different representations implied 
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different finalities (functions). By looking at the actual wearers’ representations, their 

belonging to a cultural elite was highlighted. In addition, the role of the performers, not 

only dancers, but also actresses, as wearers of this gown and how these famous women 

served as arbiters of style in the epoch and the relevance of the ideology and ideas that 

choosing certain garment would imply was explored. 

Concluding the study, I have established parallels between the meanings deducted from 

the Delphos gown itself and applied them to its wearers, under the light of the concept of 

embodiment found in Maurice Merleau-Ponty with a feminist approach inspired by Iris 

Young and Judith Butler’s reading of the French philosopher. This comprehension and 

identification of meanings between gown and wearers supported the hypothesis made at 

the beginning of the thesis. This proposition substantiated that the act of wearing the 

Delphos could be understood as an act of early feminism and empowerment of women, 

connecting with the timelessness of the gown and its interpretation as crystal-image, 

announcing the future as a modern gown for the modern woman. Asserting this 

hypothesis means to further demonstrate that the Delphos gown was a relevant garment 

not only within fashion history, but within women’s history of liberation. It seems that 

the fact of occupying an in-between place within fashion and art and the bold declarations 

made by fashion designers like Paul Poiret tend to ignore this revolutionary creation.  

In an early stage of the study when taking into account the role of Henriette Fortuny, 

Mariano Fortuny’s wife, a particular finding arose. Henriette has been mostly portrayed 

as Fortuny’s muse and inspiration by the literature related to the Spanish multifaceted 

artist. And, despite of references which show that she also had an active role in the textile 

and garment sphere, she was in charge of the workshop in Palacio Pesaro degli Orfei, for 

instance, and almost every book consulted acknowledged this fact, her importance has 

been overlooked, as well as Fortuny’s own words declaring her as the creative mind 

behind the Delphos gown. Even, in a catalogue devoted to her figure, the intention to 

develop her role and importance fails to embrace and define her as co-creator of the 

Delphos gown, and once more, her role is relegated as Fortuny’s muse and helper. It must 

be added that information about Henriette is lacking, while she was the one who collected 

and preserved all the documents and material related to his husband’s work. The fact that 

Henriette’s importance is often unnoticed or not given sufficient relevance in relation to 
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Fortuny’s emphasizes how frequently women are ignored in history. While studying 

history the words of Walter Benjamin will raise the awareness that believing in a universal 

history is a fallacy as well as believing that “the empathy with the victor” is not behind 

every history written a posteriori.212 As much as historians try to erase what they already 

know, as Benjamin proposes, it is a difficult and quite impossible task, since “history is 

the object of a construction whose place is formed not in a homogenous empty time, but 

in that which is fulfilled by the here-and-now”.213 In this history of the “winners”, there 

is also a history of “losers” or, being politically correct, history of the “forgottens.” 

Therefore, women, as Henriette Fortuny in this particular case, belong to the history of 

the “forgottens” as main characters, since they had been ignored by history in every other 

field, not only art. However, taking this angle whilst exploring this finding was beyond 

the limits of this research, since the main focus laid on the Delphos and the meanings of 

the act of wearing it. Developing further research this issue will be relevant to address, 

bearing in mind the emerging awareness that this kind of approach has obtained within 

the history of art and fashion lately. 

Another aspect that arises from this project is the relationship between art and fashion. 

These fields and their relationship has been largely explored and theorised. Regarding, 

the particular case of the Delphos gown which I see as located in an in-between place, 

finding and analysing more ‘in-between’ objects in fashion studies can be a different and 

relevant perspective to delve into. 
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Fig. 5. Detail of the interior of Delphos gown. Röhsska Museum, Gothenburg. Photo Alba 

Sanz Álvarez. 

Fig. 6. Illustration of the Delphos gown patent. Brevet D’Invention, genre de vêtements 

pour femmes, Office National de la Propiété Industrielle, 10 June 1909. M.8.1.5. Il Fondo 

Mariutti Fortuny, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice. Photo Alba Sanz Álvarez.  

Fig. 7. The Charioteer of Delphi, 470 BC. 1.80 cm tall. Cast in Bronze. The 

Archaeological Museum of Delphi. 

Fig. 8. Back view of The Charioteer of Delphi, 470 BC. 1.80 cm tall. Cast in Bronze. The 

Archaeological Museum of Delphi. 

Fig. 9. Detail of a black Delphos gown with printed surcoat. Museum Palazzo Fortuny, 

Venice. Photo Alba Sanz Álvarez. 

Fig. 10. Detail of a red Delphos gown with printed surcoats. Museum Palazzo Fortuny, 

Venice. Photo Alba Sanz Álvarez. 

Fig. 11. Fortuny, Mariano. Henriette wearing a prototype of the Delphos gown, 1909. 

Scatola A, F.3, 0218. Il fondo Mariutti Fortuny, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice. 

http://emp-web-35.zetcom.ch/eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultDetailView/result.t1.collection_detail.$TspImage.link&sp=10&sp=Scollection&sp=SfieldValue&sp=0&sp=0&sp=3&sp=SdetailView&sp=0&sp=Sdetail&sp=0&sp=F
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http://emp-web-35.zetcom.ch/eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultDetailView/result.t1.collection_detail.$TspImage.link&sp=10&sp=Scollection&sp=SfieldValue&sp=0&sp=0&sp=3&sp=SdetailView&sp=0&sp=Sdetail&sp=0&sp=F
http://emp-web-35.zetcom.ch/eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultDetailView/result.t1.collection_detail.$TspImage.link&sp=10&sp=Scollection&sp=SfieldValue&sp=0&sp=0&sp=3&sp=SdetailView&sp=0&sp=Sdetail&sp=0&sp=F
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Fig. 12. Fortuny, Mariano. Model wearing a Delphos gown, ca. 1920. Museo Fortuny 

Archive, Inv. MFN01711.  Reproduced in DanielaFerreti ed., Henriette Fortuny: Portrait 

of a Muse, plate 209. 

Fig. 13. Fortuny, Mariano. Model wearing a Delphos gown, ca. 1920. Museo Fortuny 

Archive, Inv. MFN02173. Reproduced in Daniela Ferreti ed., Henriette Fortuny: Portrait 

of a Muse, plate 215. 

Fig. 14. Fortuny, Mariano. Model with a Knossos scarf, 1909. Scatola B, F. 22, 1458. Il 

fondo Mariutti Fortuny, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice. 

Fig. 15. Fortuny, Mariano. Henriette wearing Kundry’s costume, (undated). Scatola B, F. 

22, 1506. Il fondo Mariutti Fortuny, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice. 

Fig. 16. Stieglitz, Alfred. Mrs. Selma Schubart, ca. 1907. Alfred Stieglitz Collection, The 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 

http://images.metmuseum.org/CRDImages/ph/original/DP170660.jpg accessed, 

February 22, 2017. 

Fig. 17. Sorolla, Joaquín. Elena vestida con túnica amarilla (Elena wearing a yellow 

tunic), 1909. Museo Sorolla, Madrid.  

Fig. 18. Liakhovitski, Boris. Irma, Isadora and Sergei Essenin on Isadora and Sergei’s 

Wedding day, 1922. Collection of Gorokhova Family. Reproduced in Cynthia Splatt, Life 

into art: Isadora Duncan and her world, 157. 

Fig. 19. Genthe, Arnold, Isadora Duncan dancers, 1915-1923. Arnold Genthe Collection 

(Library of Congress). Negatives and transparencies. Library of Congress Prints and 

Photographs Division Washington, D.C. 20540 USA. https://s-media-cache-

ak0.pinimg.com/originals/8e/20/aa/8e20aa67c7b8c19141524f36cbc61a32.jpg accessed 

February 22, 2017. 

Fig. 20. Nell, Dorr, Lillian Gish in Fortuny gown, ca. 1930. Nell Dorr Estate Collection, 

Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, 

http://www.cartermuseum.org/imu/acm/imu/request.php?request=Multimedia&method

=fetch&key=82828 accessed February 22, 2017. 
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